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POSTAGE PAID IN PORT ALBERNI
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OPETCHESAHT SET UP
INFORMATION BLOCKADE
ON HIGHWAY 4
ays.
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the
of
Members
in
Tribe
Opetchesaht
put
an
up
Port Alberni
information blockade on
Highway 4 July 7R in
sf noon of the Oki peo ple in Quebec at..., to
ice their displeasure

tion."

The pamphlet called
for support for justice for
aboriginal peoples by
sending a message to
mayors, MLA's, MP's
and prime minister and
letters to
by writing
B.C.
expressing
newspapers
the
on
Land your frustration with the
government's
lack of action on native
policy.
Claims
. ..Wc"...'.,
and
claims
Cars were allowed to land
Opetchesaht people slowed down traffic on Highway 4 to support the
pass through the block- aboriginal rights by all
Mohawk people and to distribute information on native land claims in
ade after their drivers levels of government.
B.C.
The Opetchesaht inreceived an information
an formation blockade lasand
pamphlet
the ted just over an hour
from
orange
people.
and approximately 200
Opetchesaht
passed
The pamphlet stated vehicles
that "the reason for this through.
Chief
traffic slowdown is our
Opetchesaht
in
to
change
pears
be
a
federal
provincial
and
said
Watts
Zalm
Vander
After over 100 years
desire to show our Councillor Danny
his policy on the part of the governments ".
that
our said that they didn't
of refusing to acknow- however,
with
solidarity
British
of
He said that it was brothers and sisters
ledge the native land government could not Province
want to inconvenience
come
to
Columbia
to
important
that
the
put
position
claims in British Colum- accept the
the Mohawk people at anyone but "what we're
provincial forward by some Indian the table. We have process for negotiation Oka."
bia,
the
doing is telling the
government has now groups "that we must been requesting that the be developed with nafeel
conthat the
"We
government to wake up.
British
input
rather
than
by
Province
of
tive
is
it
announced that
recognize the legal confrontation at Oka has
"They're either going
government
ready to negotiate with cept of aboriginal title by Columbia come to the some
long
and
too
gone on
to have to kill us all or
us,"
First Nations and the which
with
Indian groups table since confedera- bureaucrats as that pro- that the Federal and negotiate
has
never
cedure
tion".
government, claim absolute ownerfederal
government Watts said, "and I'd
Quebec
in
the
and
Nisga'a
Tribal
worked
past
"The
and wants to get the ship of all lands and
should act immediately prefer they negotiate."
negotiations it never will work.
talks underway as soon resources in the provin- Council's
Watts said that he
to assure justice for the
First
for
Wilson
that
have
been
said
stalled
as possible.
was encouraged the
ce".
Mohawk people.
see
public
13
beNations
almost
years
On August 9, Premier
The premier met with
"Here in B.C. the people were reading the
provincial
as
one
of
the
cause
the
education
native
Zalm
another
Vander
chiefs and
failure of the Vander pamphlet that they hanhas
not
government
most
important
aspects
that
the leaders from the First
nounced
Zalm government to ded out and that out of
Government of British Nations Congress in been at the table," Wil- of the process and he recognize
aboriginal all the cars that passed
Columbia has accepted Vancouver on August son said, "and because called on the premier rights and native land through only five or six
all of the recommen- 17,
discuss ' the we have a lousy federal and his government to claims only worsens an drivers reacted negato
dations of the premier's process that will have to government policy in remove "fear mongering
already volatile situa- tively.
tactics"
such
as
Council on Native Af- be established in order pursuit of claims ".
Wilson said that the statements by cabinet
fairs and on the issue of to
into
enter
important thing ministers, MLAs, and
most
POSTAGE PAID IN PORT ALBERNI, B.C.
the outstanding land negotiations.
like
the
recent
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED
others
claim he said, "the time
Following the meeting that came out of the
Second Class Mail Reg. No. 3381
has come for British both sides expressed meeting was that they remark by Native Affairs
If undeliverable please return to
Weisgerber
Columbians to join the optimism that progress were able to get, with Minister
Ha- Shilth -Sa, P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni,
federal government and on the land claims issue only one or two excep- that the land claims setB.C., V9Y 7M2
cost
$6
tlement
would
Indian
all
of
the
tions,
Indian people at the was taking place.
negotiating table to enB.C. leaders of the province billion dollars.
Wilson,
Bill
sure there is a just set- Regional Vice Chief of together to talk about
tlement of Indian land the Assembly of First aboriginal title and land
Continued
claims and to protect Nations
the claims and develop their
and
Page 3
the interests of British Chairperson of the First own strategy "without
in
Columbia
any Nations Congress said responding to, in a
negotiations ".
"we welcome what ap- kneejerk reaction, to the
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B.C. government ready
to negotiate Land Claims
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Ha- smith -Sa,

Ha-SNkh-Sa,AUgusl33,1990

Special
p
Thanks

Ha-Shilth-Sa

Published by the Nuu.chah -nuU" Tribal
Council for distribution to members or the 14
Nuu- chah -nulth tribes and to other interested
group and individuals. Information and
original work contained in this newspaper
may not be reproduced without written permission from the Nuu -chah -nuhh Tribal
Council, P.O. Box 1383, Pon Alberni, B.C.,
V9V 7M2. Phone 7245757. Fax 723 -0463.
Printed in the offices of the Albemi Valley
Mmes. Editor: Bob Soderlund. Subscriptions:
$10 annually.

behalf of our
family, we would Ike to
say a very special
hank you" to all the
wonderful people who
came to be with u
when we heard about
the Tragic accident that
our sister was in. A very
special thank you' to
the ones who came to
spend that long night
with us, even though it
was the middle of Me
night you came. No
words can express how
or thankful we are for each
address
The He- Shllth -Sa will return
number
to one of
print letters tram Its phone
being there was enough
readers. We reserve verify authorship. No
for us.
the right to edit for unsigned letters will
It is still so hard to
brevity and taste and be printed however If believe that she has
to correct grammatical you wish to remain gone on before
On

l

LETTERS

us,
your
Letters must anonymous
though
we
know
where
be signed by the name will be witheld she has gone and are
writer and have a by request.
reassured that she s
Sale duta
that we will
PAFC

25th ANNIVERSARY

You are cordially invited to the 25th Anniversary of the Pon Alberni Friendship Center. The scheduled dale is the 20th of October, 1990.
We are graciously accepting donations for

the special event.
s you have any questions, concerns, Or are
willing to participate please contact Robert or
myself at 723 -6281 or our lax number 7231877.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
In Friendship,
GERI MESA

Public Relation Worker

one day meet ago
There
were
many
who traveled from dear
and far 10 mi
come and be
with our family and also
with Jerry's lardy. We
want each of you ll
know that we deeply
appreciate this.
Al times Ike cane,
that is all that we can do
is just 10 be there for
each other. Our people
always say that this is
the best medicine. To

'ER ZALM REFUSES APOLO(.
Dear Editor:
To date Bill Vander Zalm has refused to apologize to the people of
B.C. for the actions of his disgraced former Attorney- General Buts

just sit with our loved
s, you don't even
have to say anything,
being there is enough.
For those who have
been praying and are
still
o
no
a thank
you for this also. You
prayers
are
being
answered, we would
like you to know this,
because
we
would
never have made it
through without the help
of our dear Creator We
are weak, but HE is
strong
Special thanks to the
ladies who did the cooking for the guests and
for the lately. To the
girls who cleaned our
houses while we were
away. special thanks to
you too.
Tla:-ko:l to the men
who transported the
people between Fair
Harbour and Kyuquot.

Raker!

to

the

Kyuquot native tribe for
all the help you gave to
us during this trying
rN^9
time.
Tla:ko:! Tld
to
Aunts Patsy and Agnes
for all the cooking and
help you did, and for
putting us up in your
home.
Also thankk you to
Maggie
and
many
others who were so willing to help. To Earl and
Mary, we want you to
know how much we appreciate
your
help.
Thank you for a0'ays
being there. Also to you
Barney

Smith

calintederence?
Rather than criticize Smith, the premier chose to focus on the way
the tapes were released and their consequential effect on oSmith's
family. In so doing, Vander Zalm conveniently ignores two facts. First,
contrary to his assertions, the tapes were turned over to the RCMP. In
fact, contacted the deputy attomey- general before rising in the legislature. Second, the premier ignores the fact that New Democrats did
not release any of the tapes dealing with Smith's apparent involve
ment with a reporter. That material was released by an unidentified
source through the media.
Worse still, Vander Zalm fails to recognize that all MLAS have a duty
to report any wren
by the attorney- general to the legislature. The
laws of parliament demand that an attorney -general not tamper with
the administration of justice. I can understand why the premier would
prefer not to hear of a wrongdoing by one of his ministers, but surety
the pubic should be informed of such improprieties.
Bud Smith, non only violated the ethical standards we demand of our
attorney-general, he did something much worse by violating the
publics trust in an impartial judicial system. Its high time the premier
s
publicly
stated that such actions are unacceptable, and demonstrated
for once that he is able to distinguish between right and wrong.
Yours truly,
I

I

MOE SIHOTA, MLA

Esqulmalt -Pon Renfrew

I
would like to wish
my niece Cherie a very
on
happy
birthday

We would also like to
thank Verna Jack for the
good work you put Into
August 25th. From your making of the pageant
Uncle Larry.
and also to Kelly John
Also we would like to and Jerry Jack, you two
congratulate you Cherie are
the
best
-i
for entering the Junior terpreters" I've seen yet
Princess Pageant and I don't know how you
coming in second place.e two can write so fast.
Your Nan and
were Thank you,
u
each 'n
Your
everyone
very proud of you
f
you who
look part. Larry.
Uncle Larry.
I

A THANK YOU
need to THANK
special people /leaders
who heard my pain and
acted on it.
You are truly leaders
of your community.
You realized that the
healing process must
begin with acceptance,
I

admittance of a wrong
and to forgive from

within
To
Rodney
Thur,
Larry Andrews and Arhold James who came
to Hot Springs Cove on
May 26, 1990.
Seeing
you,
believed that you meant
well. You wanted to
make sure that I, the
victim was okay.
You did not exclude
me in the decisions and
plans made by Ambrose
Maquinna.
You have given back
to me what is rightfully
mine, seal- respel and
I

Continued
from pg.l
These
Statements,
Wilson said, "do nothing
to service the move.
mere
towards
the
resolution
of
This

grievance

I

The
First
Nations
Congress
presented
Premier Vander Zalm
with a written statement
Mat
Outlined
seven
points in which the
provincial government
could
demonstrate
'good faith" In resolving
and and sea claims.
- by Premier Vander
Zalm agreeing te host a
meeting of all the chiefs,
Tribal Council leaders
and provincial Indian
leaders before the end
o7 September 1990;
by Premier Vander
Zalm agreeing to the
formation of a task force
or working group cornposed of equal First
Nations and provincial
representation with an
son
independent chairpeison to be jointly chosen,
by the premier, arranging a meeting with
the prime minister, him.
self, and First Nations
representatives before
the en
October
1990
O
by the Premier
agreeing to the com pelion of the development
of a negotiation process
by the task force or

Thank You
I'd like to thank Peter and Hansen and nurses
for lending to my boys on the first floor all St.
for my lengthy stay in Joseph's Hospital in

-

the hospital thank you Cons. Thanks to my
mom for taking care of boys
for
the
long
get -together
Kyle and Willie, Karen awaited
and Clarence for blvd- with mom. Thank you
Ing transportation when for being so patient.
you could. Also full Thank you to everyone
thanks to the Tsa -wa- from the bottom of my
fain -euk Band for all the heart, you will always all
support they gave me be remembered.
Love,
when needed it. And to
the Doctors Morwood NOREEN AMOS

-

I

Kingtome Inlet

My People from Hesquiaht:
from

Speaking

within:

gave birth to that
pain when I shared my
feelings and cried as if
mourning over a loss.
n Letting go and forgo
ing from within is the
start of healing.
will
go through
stages like a new -born
child and the birth that
gave has been done on
my home grounds and
my people chose to
support and witness on
my behalf.
I, "THANK YOU
and
in repayment to my
people, will continue to
heal and support other
victims. In honesty, I will
be there for anyone who
needs me for you have
given me an opportunity
to begin to heal.
I
am proud of my
People from Hesquiaht.
ALSO: to Richard
Keillah
Watts /Nelson
and the tribal council,
for you chose to listen
and give each party a
cchance IO say what
needed to be said
You are leaders of
Your community and
you be proud of 1.
Your continued sup
port and prayers are
needed daily or your
people:
Once again, thank
I

I

am proud of my
people from Hesquiaht.
I

honestly beloved
that all had were Irene,
1

I

Patrish and my nom to
support me.
When you came to
stand with me,
became STRONG and
more
determined
to
speak the TRUTH.
felt pain, isolation,
even rejection for the
past eight/nine Months.
It was like a pregnancy
term to me.
I

I

Why can't the premier admit Bud Smith was wrong to meddle in the
prosecution of his 'friend and scored colleague Bill Reid? Does the
premier not appreciate the unique role of the attorney -general -a role
that requires him to be independent and impartial? Does Premier
Vander Zalm not believe that our babel system must be free of polli-

B.C. government reaay
to negotiate Land Claims

Happy Birthday & Congratulations

dignity.
How can repay you
for the caring you have
for every member of
your community?
I thank you for listening to and being supper.
five dime
will relive this day
with good feelings.
most now begin the
healing process and
will for I now realize you
are there for me.
Thank you ter hearing
1

I

I

I

me.
In prayers and

love,
VERNA JACK

with

-

I

-

I

to

commit

resources to an educatonal process on land
claims;
the
First
that
Nations and provincial
government jointly seek
changes to the existing
federal comprehensive
claims policy;
that the premier
agrees to arrive at a
prior agreement with
Canada in the respecthe roles and reopensibililies On each j55540
regard
t0
in
bon
negotiations and the
'costs', if any, of res0lulion.
Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal
Chairman
Council
George Watts also coley
toured the Opportunity
into
enter
to
negotiations
n
Title
Aboriginal
and
Land Claims but said,
-we
(Nuu- chah- nulth)
will have to get down to
serious work'.
This work will include
drafting papers which
will outline principles to
use as starting points
for discussions it the
communities, to see
how the Nuu- chah -nulth
people are ladling about
il, Watts said.
Some main concerns
that Watts feels that the
have
Nuu- chah -nulth
sea
included
the

-

-

and cleaning up of
the environment, and
lion

constitutional protection.
In terms of monetary
compensation, such as
the $6 billion dollar
figure quoted by Minislat Weisgerbe
Wa
sees such statements
counter
as
being
Productive..

slat

off the d :5money,
on
eussion
scares white people and
"TO

causes fake Mine.
Ion
native
rations
people," he said.
"We a e not settling
for ourselves," Watts
said, 'We are coming to
en agreement for all f ulure generations of Nuu chah -nuhh, so
dont
think there's any place
for discussion about
cash until you get into
negotiations."
'Maybe there will be
some monies but I doll
see us getting any
multi- billion dollar setdement; Watts said.
The chairman anthe
ticipates
that
majority of the time at
Nuu upcoming
the
than -00th Annual Aswould
be
sembly
devoted to how they
see the process for land
negotiations
claims
taking place.
I

VERNA JACK

The B.C. Court of Tepeal has reduced the
amount of damages that
MacMillan Bloetlel

Ltd.

must

pay
to
the
TseOhaht Tribe for logging o
one of (heir

reserves. o
The decision, which
was handed down on

15, reduced the

of transporting the logs

award 01
damages to
the
Tseshant
from
$78,800 to $58,311.82,
an
amount
of

to Vancouver.
The
logging
took
place on the Tseshan
a
IR
04 (Tseeowa) at
Rainy Bay about 1980.
Mho had been logging
adjacent to the reserve
and overstepped the
boundary.

August

$18,488.18.

The three trial judges
said that this reduction
would cover MSG's cost
of production and cost

NUU- CHAH -NULTH
POST-SECONDARY SCHOLARSHIPS
Students of Nuu- chah -nulth ancestry who will be enrolled in a postsecondary programme during the 1990/91 school year are invited to
o
apply
the following scholarships:

to

1.
CHATEAU GRANVILLE SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the Chateau Granville Hotel to a student registering in
hospitality management programme. ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.

a

CHATWIN ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by Chatwin Engineering to a student enrolling in an enprogramme. ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.
2.

reedit

DAN DAVID SENIOR MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the law firm of Rosenberg & Rosenberg to a student enrolling in law school or a university programme leading to entrance in
law school. ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.
3.

I

DEGRUCHY NORTON SCHOLARSHIPS
Presented by the accounting firm of Degmchy Nonon & Company to
students enrolling in an acounling or business administration
programme. TWO SCHOLARSHIPS OF $500 EACH.
4.

S.
JOHN JACOBSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the Jack Woodward law firm to a student enrolling in law
school or a university programme leading to entrance in law school.
ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.

6.

1

NUU -CHAH -NULTH TRIBAL COUNCIL

EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the NTC Pension Fund to a student enrolling in a
programme leading to a teaching degree. ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF
$500.
7.

I

you.
In prayers/love,

a

Court of Appeal Reduces
M &B's Damages for Logging Reserve

working group by the resources. the forestry
resource, protection of
31st of March, 1990;
- by the premier their language, pole.
agreeing

Ana. 23, lees

NUU -CHAH -NULTH TRIBAL COUNCIL

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the NTC Pension Fund to a student enrolling in
secondary programme. ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.

a

posh

RENATE SHEARER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the Nuu cnan -ahh Health Board lo a student enrolling
in a post -secondary programme in the Health Careers area. ONE
SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.
8.

TOMMY JACK MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the Nuu- Chah -Nulth Health Board to a student enrolling
in a post- secondary programme in the Health Careers area. ONE
SCHOLARSHIP OF 5500.
9.

USMA NUU- CHAH -NULTH SCHOLARSHIP
Presented by the USMA Nuu- chah -nulth Programme to a student enrolling in a social work programme. ONE SCHOLARSHIP OF $500.
10.

-

Ha- 10-Payuk School honored these students graduating from Grade six
by giving them Indian names. The graduating students are Kelly
Ile Caroline Alias, Crystal Fred, Keith Houghton, Crystal Most,
Fo
David Watts, Rebecca Fraser, Corrine Moocher, Tracey Little, and Peggy

Fraser.

Apply in writing to the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council, Box 1383, Port
Alberni, B.C., V9V 71.12. Telephone (604) 724 -5757, FAX (604) 7230463. The application should include,
-name, matting address, telephone number,
-name of scholarship applying for,
-copy of school transcripts and a letter of acceptance for the next
school year,
-a short essay on the importance of education for the Nuu -chahmilli and how your training will be used in the future.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 31St.

AV
4

ue.SUnn.s., seem

aa, lees

NTC POST SECONDARY
COUNSELLOR: IDA MILLS

HxShme.Sa, Augud 20,1990

A Letter of Thanks

School Curriculum, Environment topics at NTC Meeting

My name Is Laureen
Burnham and I'm a
member
the
of
Opetchesaht Band of
Pon Albeml, B.C.
am
the daughter of Diana

visits will be mostly to
base
with
touch
goals.
Students, enquire as to
career
and
progress.
Once a student has their
tit
have enjoyed an the above approved hopefully short cut any
June.
Eveniuk (nee Lauder)
.T+IEy
in
may
the
that
re-acquaintance and is
the college or problems
and the granddaughter
i
part of this position. university, we strongly arise. However. h you
d the late Ernest and
1
Blair Tenpson, Educa- advise attendance at have any questions that
Marion Lauder of Port
Ion Coordinator, and one or more Orientation need attending to imAlberni. B.C.
workers Gal Gus classes. These classes mediately,
phone.
la
would like to give
a4
and Arlene Bill have are generally offered at
NTC's concern at this
special thanks to my
the
made
tnenStlon no additional cost, and time
to
assist
family and friends for
easier by patiently ex- prove very useful in students' academic entheir emotional support
paining the step -by- terms of introducing deavours, and my posit
and the opetchesaht
step application process new students to the lion as Post -Secondary
Hand Council for their
that beginning or return- r
es, Meanies and Counsellor was created
financial support,
in
ing students should lot- counsellors available to for that purpose.
helping me obtain my
low. Basically, an ap- them on- campus. ParOnce
we
again,
career goal as a dental
plication
package limiter attention should stress that deadlines for
assistant.
should contain the lot be paid to Study Skills new
and
continuing
Being a single parent
lowing:
classes
unlike Junior student's
applications
of (2) two children this
a) A completed and and Secondary schools, for funding from NTC is
would have been imsigned NTC Education depending on student's March 31. Student's
possible for me to obApplication and Student course load. students applying after that are
tain without the support
Funding Agreement,
will find that more study reviewed by the NTC
of the above named.
b) a photocopy of a time will have to be elI
are pleased and
Finance
Committee,
completed college or located. Study Skills who also review any
proud to announce that
university
application, classes are just that: appeals for funding.
I
am a June 1990
clearly
Showing
the skills you will need in
We apparently have a
graduate
of
the
I
am now eligible to a Certified Dental Assn program applied tor, or order to make the most record year in terms of
Okanagan College Den- write the B.C. College of tact and I hope to follow
a photocopy of the per- of and accomplish more
students applying for
tel Assisting Program of Dental
Surgeon's up my career In the
mission to register form, during your study time.
funding, so our EduceKelowna. B.C.
licence exam to become Okanagan Valley.
c) a photocopy Of the
Over the year, I will lion team will be very
student's high school be making regular visits busy it appears. I look
for the most recent In- to the colleges and forward to meeting you
t. Through sexual institution
attended) universities where the all and put laces to the ter2.
transcript,
majority of students are, many names I have
where. we had to work.
2. Through injecting
a
short
in
letter
Nanaimo, Victor* been seeing on paper drugs with needles.
N
and I got this job. What II
which the student stales and Vancouver. These till now_
am doing is writing this
You can prole*
My name is George thing for you which you
sell from AIDS bby: roar
Edgar.
How I started on told me to do and eating
1. Using
condoms
this program was my grapes, also I drew live
and,
posters. On these pos2. Not
Injecting auntie asked me if
wanted to work this lets h has: Know the
Once again there are dings.
summer. She said that tour R's for Recycling;
rumours going around
II you want a tomRefuse: TO buy any
about people I having money workshop on she put an application in
al
the
UNN
So
products
AIDS.
office.
that are not
AIDS cell the Nuu -chahtae
is
got
a
at
that es, ninth Health Board al
my nom's environmentally friendly.
J
The
a can
n 723 -1223,
there are people
place and Jodie said
Reduce: The amount
745,
Vancouver Island and
that
have
waste by not making
I
an
interview
of
We will come to your
within
4:15
on
it
in
the first place.
people
the NTC vmmunity with our new at
a Thursday.
Reuse: When posarea with AIDS.
video "A Chance for So went and the next
The fact is that there Change,'
morning
Bible
got
a
call
Re -Use an item it
pamphlets
originally
`
are people with AIDS and posters. We will about 9:00 a.m. saying I was
across
this answer any questions have to be at the Produced.
clear
Friendship Lodge at
Recycle:
country.
Son
all
you may have.
recyclables
What is important for
9:00 a.m. on July 3.
,a
Remember,
to Recycle
is not who won't protect yourOny
I
went
to
the and Composting.
a you to know
has AIDS but how Can you can make the small Friendship Lodge on
What I don't like
c
walla and Mabel Sport donated shoo to the
July 3 and we had about it? Is when you
you
protect yourself choice 01 protection.
Meares Island fund and Issued a challenge to
workshops
from getting AIDS.
for
IWO have to get up so early
1. Use condoms
if
others.
weeks. We found ou in the morning to go to
There are only two you re having sex
ways to gel AIDS today:
work.
2. a Don't use needles
Keep Meares Island Green
What will be doing in
At present firm I nave two prayers. One for
the following weeks: Is
World Unity.
next week will be here
INDIANS:
NATIVE
IMAGES OF REALITY
My other is to keep Meares Island Green.
again, the week after
to be broadcast on the KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
With Gods goodness it will happen.
that I will be going on
Wednesdays,
8
p.m.,
June
20,
1990
September
26,
1990
field hips, the week alSoils time for great sacrifice_
ter is
This much I can say am glad to Marie
will be here
Date
Program
Title
Filmmakers
money
for
some
again. Then for one
all our future generations.
week
leave and go
I never had money before so what
give to
Aug. 29
Outer Island Production
Hah H00155 e
back to the Friendship
Meares Island fund I will never miss.
Beyond Hunting red Fishing Phil Lucas Productions
Lodge for workshops.
So Ohiaht alders
challenge all of you to
Productions
Sept.5
My
Land
is
My
Life
GOUT
Next week we will
donate from the goodness of your heart.
Sept. 12
NNB,Y, G.M. Henry/S. Walsh
Yukon Indian Territory
probably be working In
All my relations.
Dancing Around the Table [ NFB, Maurice Bulbuls*
Sep. 19
town cleaning up.
Sep.
26
Dancing Around the Table II NFB, Maurice Bulbul ion
MABEL SPORT
By:
R.
GEORGE
EDGAR
It's good to be back In
Nuuchah -nutlh
the
area there's no place
like hornet Since mid-

higher short- and longterm
academic
and
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logo for the curriculum
Project.
NTC NURSERY

The Nuuchah -nulh
Tribal Council held a
regular meeting at the
Mart Mann Gym on July
6
and 7, hosted by
Tseshaht.
This meeting
was
haired by NTC CoChairman Andrew Cal-

Director
Executive
Gerry Wesley told the
council That the board of
directors of the nursery

Scum.

Some Of the agenda
items included:
School District #70
curriculum project,
NTC Nursery report,
NTC Museum,
NTC Personnel Is
Sues,

Environment,
Language update.
Some
new
band
councillors were intropaced- They were Angus Campbell and Greg
Louie, Ahousat, and
Rob
Coates,
Uchuclesar.l.
S.D. 870 CURRICULUM
NTC
Chairman
George Watts gave an
update on the native
curriculum protect that
is a pint effort between
the tribal council and
the school district.
George said that pan
of the agreement was
that me curriculum will
be made available to
others, as there was a
concern of the Northern
tribes, who were in a tinfarms school district. A
meeting has been erranged
in
Campbell
River on September 22
with the tour tribes, NTC
education staff, School
Dissect 484 represenSalves and Denny Grim
dale. principal 01 native
education for School
District 470.
The purpose of this
to
meeting will
be
effort
similar
a
regarding native curulum in School DMMbO484.
We have

a

lot of

work*

terms of identifytng the curriculum and
making sure what we
are doing is' accurate
and making sure it is
presentable from our
point of view, Walls

sad.
A
Nuuchah -nutlh
with
committee
representatives from the
14 tribes will be set up
to monitor the work
being done on the pun

titular.

motion was passed
by the tribal council to
accept the design (wolf
and owl) commissioned
by All Thompson as the
A

"

had recommended that
there be a five person
board appointed and
that appointments be for
an indefinite term. The
was
present
board
made up of representatives from the 14
tribes, however there
were a lot of vacancies
n the board and a
number Of meetings
were cancelled because
of a lack of a quorum.
Earl
EhalSmith,
twat. recommended
inviting heads Of some
major companies to sit
on the board, In order to
have their expertise.
Danny Walls. Ehatmama,
recommended
inviting heads of some
major companies to sit
on the board, in order to
have their expertise.
Danny
Watts,
recalled
Opetchesaht,
the experience of the
NTC Smokehouse and
Said that the nursery
board
should
be
autonomous and totally
responsible
for
the
business, adding that
there are presently too
much polities involved.
George
Watts
recommended That the
council should go one
step further and. sell on
the tree seedling nursexy to an individual or
a band and gel out of
business.
"I
mink we should
limit our activity to setling an environment to
help

Nuuchah -nuNh

businesses get started:"
Wads said.
tl was moved by Earl
Smith and seconded by
Danny Wads that the
executive be given the
authority to put the nursery up for sale and accept closed bids. The
motion was carried.
The sale would be
pending the acceptance
01 the Tseshaht tribe's
approval to transfer the

museum was in place
and the next stage was
fl.nd- rais ing
but
the
process
being
was
delayed because the
NTC and Uclueler Band
could not agree on a
lease government. n
PERSONNEL ISSUES
There was discussìrn
on several personnel issues
including . NTC
staff and band staff
salary levels and staff
attendance
at
tribal
council meetings.
Several
speakers
voiced the concern that
their band stag salaries
were too low and that
there was no incentives
for their people to return
to their communities.
An issue mat was
dealt with
was the
salary level of Hand So
vial Workers, with the
passing of a motfn that
the
Nuuchah -nutlh
Tribal Council
make
flow
adjustments
Cash
on the pay scale as
mpresented, to
modale the Band Social
Workers, according to
qualifications and a x.
defiance.
ENVIRONMENT
An
environmental
research project was
sponsored by the NTC
Health Board, under the
name
UU- AWTHLUK
NISMAAKQIN.
The throe workers on
the program, Mathew
Lucas, Ed Samuel, and
Tim Sutherland gave
On
updates On their work in
the communities.
They also had an information booth at the
meeting with written
materials and displays.
Mathew Lucas said
that people in the tom
curdles had a real
al
concern 01 the environmental damage being
done Through garbage
SUposel,
they
but
needed information on
,

.

an- natives.
"It's
important

to
determine what steps
we are going to take.
are we going to set opfens? Are we ready to

ourselves to
this,' he asked?
lease.
Ed Samuel said that
NTC MUSEUM
in his travels through
A motion was passed the
cornnorthern
cued that
Mat if the NTC doesn't muunities
get
lease agreement Ine school kith were
interested
wall the Ucluelet Band very
for lard for the museum concerned about the
warn 30 days. that the environment
He found that people
museum be relocated.
The design of the as a whole were Peres'
commit

red and willing to seedrate their garbage but
they needed more information on how to do
(his.
Tim Sutherland said
that recycling is only

part of the answer.
People would Bene
n
comfortable if we had
better
means
of
transporting
recycled
stuff away.
He said that one Nuu'
chah -nulh person told
him this program

sent

'be an opportunity for
each and every one of
uS to do something for
our children"
Each of the three en
vironmental
workers
expressed the desire to
carry on with their work
as they
had
barely
scratched the surface.
Several of the Chiefs
expressed
their
gratitude for the work
that They had done and
he importance of conying on with it.
George Watts said
that he'd like to see the
three workers try to

draft a policy statement
that would reflect a post
tin for Nuuchah -nulh
people In regard to the
environment and do a
cost estimate for actor
for each of the villages.
in order to have good
garbage disposal sys.
Ictus.
He also said that he'd
like to see them look at
the
possibility
of
generating an economy
for
Nuuchah -ninth
people rather than pitchasing services from
non -Indians to deal with
the situation.
These
ecommendais. were nverism by
a motion and also that
the NTC seek additional
funds to keep the three
workers employed on
this project.
LANGUAGE UPDATE
Andrew
Callklum
presented the council
with copes of an Nuuchah -nutlh
Language
dictionary, entitled "Our
World" which he has
been working on abrg

UU- AWTHLUK-

NISMAAKQIN
(TAKING CARE
OF THE LAND)
The purpose of this
project was to involve

aways.ntFor "amps,
0` use teal
dishes instead of
slyroloám cups and
paper plates, and we
want to have an
where
area
drone can and
wC

with an advisory Corn.
of elders. rThe
dictiohary contains approximately 600 words
n
ariou
beau the various
chah -nutlh
Malec*
Tapes are also being
produced to go along
with the dictionary.
Andrew
expressed
s
his gratitude toward the
elders for all
ell their hard
work as well as to the
NTC staff That helped
produce the book.
He
recommended
that al the Annual Asthe
tribal
semi*.
council make racoonPon of the elders and
those involved.
There was some discussion on what the
price should be for the
dictionary to non -NUUshah -nutlh people and C
was deeded to table
this decision until the
annual assembly.
Copies of the book
will be distributed to
each of the member
tribes.

miles

.

six weeks long

the
have
three researchersnd
learned that much more
time is needed if we
really want to make
changes,
All w
were really
able o accomplish so

increased
is an
awareness.
We want to be able to
continue with a prefect
toward
Ir) $4957.50
for similar to this.
awareness nol theneed Salaries
for
three
We want to be able to
for recycling.
set up recycling for all
researchers.
The
first step is
(2) $2000.00
for Nuuchah -nutlh
tom
Identification, rental of dishes and motor,
problem
the second is looking for
We want the support
supplies.
practical solutions, and
for of Inc Nuu -chah -nuNh
(3) $2800.00
the third fie a traditional travel
of Tribal Council to locate
costs
celebration that follows researchers_
further funding to acpractical recycling 00.
This project was only complish these goals.
deities.
The woo this project
was canted out included
and

recycle.

tar

The budget for this
Nuo-chan -nulh people project included the lot
in three steps leafing- lowing:

one

wowing:

UU- AWTHLUK- NISMAAKOIN

conduct an environmental survey
of the schools, band
1. To

offices,

health

clinics, tribal offices.
Friendship
Centre
and UNN Office.
2. To provide into,
martin Thal could increase people's understanding of why it
ie Important to cut
back on the amount
of
throw -away
products we use
3. To plan a tribal
meeting
council
without any throw

(Taking care of the land)

Environmental Project Underway
NTC Northern Region
Ed Samuel
NTC Central Region
Matthew Lucas
NTC Southern Region
- Tim Sutherland

-

-

Look out for a workshop in your area
Come voice your concerns.
For more info call the NTC Health
Board at 723 -1223.
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WHAT PEOPLE WERE SAYING AT THE
Don Ryan: .. The
message
from
the
Gitksan
Wet'suwet'en
today
Is
that
you
shouldn't wait for the
court Cases that are

happening.

Gilksan

Wei'Suwel'en
aren't
wading for negotiations.
The authority of your
chiefs, includes power
to the chiefs to dictate
to those people on your
land Its important to
exercise the ownership
and jurisdiction that we
have.

John
Ahousaht:

Charlie,

This
has
been on the floor as
long as can remember
and before that: talking
about our rights and our
I

land
daims
and
aboriginal rights. It has
a bearing on all of us. It
makes us wonder why
we have to be drug.
gling so hard to make
the
0n Indians understand what we are talking about. Again today
I'm hearing the same
things all Over againwe're. still wondering.
We seem to be still al
square one. It s time

right now that we join

hands together, stand
side by side, talk to
each other as brothers
and sisters. By doing so
I believe we can reach
our goals In a better
fashion, understanding
one another. A lot of us
don't understand what
were talking about. By
communicating with one
another in conferences
Ike this, even at home
at our band levels, it s
very necessary to sue
down and talk about our
rights,
our
territorial
boundaries which wove
been talking about for
so. long. What I hear
from the non -Indians.
they say to you and me:
`We do not recognize
aboriginal
rights'
,..That's all we hear they (the governments)
don't
recognize
(aboriginal rights). But
do they at one time or
any eme tell you and
me
n what grounds
they ° don't recognize
aboriginal rights? I'd like
to hear from them once
to tell inc on what
they
don't
grounds

recognize it. To me and
to each and every one
of us as we know it for
thousands of years this
land has been ours and
Still is and always will
0e. That's exactly what

were taking about. Its
about time we darted
speaking out. Get them
to come to the table
with you, the leaders of
our bands and the
leaders
of
our
organizations. Come and
we down and went talk
about e. Ask them what
I'm
saying,
what
grounds do they have
for not recognizing our
rights. Now we have
that Sparrow case, to
me its a very strong
case_ ti's telling you and
me that we do have
rights, which we always
knew. Coming right from
the Supreme Court of
Canada. Saying that
aboriginal rights must
be honored and recog.
nixed at all times. It
came across from the
c
old country and traced
in the constitution that
we do have aboriginal
rights. When it came to

Nuu- chah -nulth Land /Sea Claims
Conference June 4 -6, 1990

-

I would Ike to lake
Port
Alberni
the opportunity
to
shalt
Friendship
Centre for
OPDo
Y
P
all those who attended preparing the meal on
and participated in the Tuesday evening with
Nuu - c h a h - n It I l h food donations from
Land/Sea Clams Con Port Alberni Friendship
ference from June 4.6 Centre matt, -Irma Bos,
lied at Mast Mans In Edgar Charte, Darryl
Port Alberti.
Ross, Erma Robinson,
I

Spedal thanks to'
Sheehan'

Band
women's
',moot.
auxiliary and sore for
your
a55istanCe
throughout the
con.
the and for proveding the dinner on Mon
day evening and flinch
n
Wednesday ekes°
Chief
Adam
Shewish and Councillor
Darlene Wafts for their
assistance at the banqae t on Monday
Monde evenui
ing, June 4.
Cur
guests,
Don
Ryan, Speaker from the
Wet of the Gitksan
W e t s oleo e
an
t

t'

Hereditary Chiefs and
Chef Joe Mathias from
tthe heu Robin Nation
The Robinson lady
on
tor
lunch on Monday
Ammon.
afternoon.
Tes lea and Udm on
tribes for the lunch en
on
Tuesday afternoon.

The Hereditary Chiefs
far their pr
presentation on

Wednesday afternoon
The executive of the
Nuu- ohah-nuhh
Tribal
Council for chairing the
sessions.
And to the sled of the

Nuuohah -nuhh

Tribal

Jack and Rode Lillie, Council: Annie Walls for
Hesquial Tube, Irene preparing the Posters,
Lucas, Genie and Betty Gerald Wesley, Darrell
Ruses,
Gerry Wesa, Ross, Jack Little, Hugh
Rose Parow (Brown), Watts, Bill Green, Gus,
Bill Green,
n and the Port Watts, Elizabeth Gus,
Alberni
Friendship Laura Jones and Katie
Centre volunteers tar Frazer.
serving.
I am espedally grateHa- HO -Payuk School fool lea those who at
and Opetche5aht dan tended the conference
cars for their peeor- and showed your sapmanses on
Monday port and commitment to
evening_
e9
the most important ea
onaef
for for sue Of our land/Sea
donation of rruat
fruit for the claims and aboriginal
ts. dal to
conference.
tie and rights.
hope
ur
Tribe for that
will be con
your financial
nit stro go seen. is esy discussing the
dan and strong siren issues
both
the
at
dance.
.
connai and tribal
Simon Lucas, Hugh wounds levels as we
Watts, Fn. Ls Frank, work towards a just setEarl Smith,
Sl. Lloyd Billy. !lament
...claimsJoanna Smith, Agohn.
Agatha
Ades, aided
John. atherine
r John,
and our pane pa ion in ANGEL
N
Ion pans
your pdsoansi
ion in Land Claims
participation
the panel dscussions.
Coordinator

Canada starting from
Trudeau, they tried to
abolish it, they didn't
want ft in there and they
Cant even prove to you
why they don't raced
nine t. Its about time
that we do put across to
them once and Ion all
that they have to quit
fooling around. They

know

we do
have
aboriginal rights, but
they don't want to say it
to you and I, on account
of the resources, we all
know that. They're so
afraid that we would
take everything away
which they don't understand. II they would only
come to the table to
negotiate we wove start
moving along because
we will never stop taiing if we do not get
them to the table. We'd
always be saying to
each other we do have
rights ". Its high time
now dear brothers and
sisters to put across
and prove to them
there's no
for fooling around. We
do have rights - h has
always been ours. Our
culture as native Indians
very
greatly,
greats
lands
before the °Euro
Europeans
eans
Came across they lived
Came on what
the'
nature
provided
everything. Everything
that
depended
on
mother nature what the
creator had for you and
I. That included what we
used to eat, what were
talking about now, fish
and other things. They
even made their own
lumber while they were
going moving, seasonal
naves where they were
going to make food,
preserve food, they'd
even fake their own
lumber own and use
the same tumor to that
Mere* *cation. They
Tih net waste anything.
They knew how to
preserve,
cons
know
meat
conservation
meant. They looked al .
ter weal ter
they owned.
Looked aver it day n
and day out. They Old
not
over-use
their
resources.
They
were w
was elfin
plenty. They
were so careful
wet about k.
er
That's what we
we are that
leg about. ahags
That's ware
re
our aboriginal rights are
based on

-

Earl

Smith, Ehat those,
know what it
tesahl:...Lan i claims is means to be weakened
more than lust real es- from that.
tete. It's a total way of
Charlie Thompson,
life
of
our people: DItedaht: We need to
spirituality, the authority go back to basics when
of Our chiefs, protocol of were
taking about
our nations that were developing a strategy
dealing with.
for land claims for Thar
,,,Where
a
the dah-ulth people. That
people?
This
room process has to be
should be bursting if the
nanny based,
we
land question is s° im- have to begin to involve
portant to our chiefs. our people in
this
Maybe
we
haven't process, we have to exreached our people yet. cite our people about
maybe
haven't this problem. We have
we
talked enough about to educate our people
and
roles
respon- about land and sea
sibilities at our Own claims and we have to
I

level.
...Ins about lime that
we
started
holding

take them through these
steps one at a time and
they must own this

regional
meetings
strictly
land
about
claims, every two weeks
so that we cube ready
to talk about land claims
at Our annual assembly
instead of talking about
programs.
Hugh Broker: ..,In
terms
of
whether
"aboriginal
title"
or
"aboriginal rights' Or
"Indian land daims" are
on the table, I like to
Mink that we should go
to the federal governmom and say here's
what's on the table and
then we define what the
garda es... You gob
the table, I hope, with
the understanding that
you own everything.
Therefore, how can they
give you anything? Its
the federal government
who's going to be
faking, and a seems to
me that it's Nuu -chapnuns people and other
aboriginal
people in
Canada who will be
compromising In order
to come to a new understanding
tang
wish the
federal and provincial
governments.
Simon
Lucas,

problem in order for
them to be excited, in
order for the momentum
to keep going, in order
for us to really talk sinevery and honestly
about land and sea
daims, whoever's going
to speak on our behalf.
...We have to help our
people develop those
polsies and walk them
through the process of
developing their cornmono. SO that They
will be ...bitable in
seeing
leaders
cur
upand piing
what they
lay have today.
We have to involve our
peeps from the start to
the end.

tes

strsglle

thin

i

the

struggle S a lot more
than the Sparrow nose,
it's a lot more ton the
court
System.
The
struggle is thing as.
There's something

.tear-

ing al our very root
rexistence
Sherpa literally can
me it aped. I Think what

we need to tell our
ourante, right now all
o
e
our institutions, we've
out
got a tell them to Slap
taking drags and al.
coned
because
e'y
weakening us and many
of our people are envoiwed in that I was one of
I

Ti
Archie

Thompson,

...The thing
I'm worried about here
are the possible land
developments such as a

holiday resort or poll.
stble place for the char ter boats which
is
Spreading all over the
Place. if there's any
chance we can put our
land on hold, which we
know á ours, such re
Our beadles which are
being destroyed, think
we Saud really enforce
a little more
d
all the da
damage
nege that is
being done to oils
beaches and lands
Wei got t'0 leave
something
gener to the Youn
soteenngatte of today,
something
om.Evn Iona proud
piece
Island,
nor
pies of land that cur
native
people
have
they've encroached on.
Roy
hopes
y
Ahousaht:
o:
My hopes
s
are that our
with can
come together with that
dear pibersa
understanding
whorl of
developing a we dif
relationship where ddI

seno

T

NUU- CHAH -NULTH LAND CLAIMS CONFERENCE
Now opinions exist
today because they
have a deep respon.
sibility to deal with this,
specifically for Inc
ves. This is where my
territory ends. Develop
that
working
relationship.
think we
can only sit back and
listen and move from
that sense of direction
Mal they will give
when they tl
us
those
territories
for
cute
sore. Alter all these
years of Struggle our eldens
and
past
generations knew what
s happening to our
culture which is why

aboriginal title. ..,Let's
devote some of the
energy and let's devote
some of the Session that
we know is going to
come about. but let's do
It knowing that 10 or 15
years from now the vision that we have today
will be the realty that
a
we have 10 or 15 years
from now. That will only
come about by
all of o
members
blowing
feel note only welcome
but to feel comloriable
to stand up and give
their point Of view and
lake their point of view
Seriously
Ben Mack, Toquahr:
say we need to keep We made the statethat sense of history in ment,
the
hereditary
our minds and live with chiefs, the towol us that
it knowing that today got together, that we are
we're living history. The willing 10 work with
history that is going t0 anyone that has to do
be for us in the future with the land question
for our children, our for we know where we
grandchildren and So stand, and we know
on this IS the sense Of who we are and we
sacredness that I say know you people out
exists in our renitent there can use us.
rights. The while man's
..1 have seen the
has
system will not deal with destruction that
that sacredness.
happened to my ter
Louie
Frank, dory, Toquahi. We have
Ahousaht: I love ham- never, never, touched
ming
coffee
and on that subject. We talk
off
our
chumas
elders. It about what the white
gives one
o e the opporpeople are doing to us
lenity to listen, 10 hear and I think Its about
what they say Ina very time the while people
gentle but very strong should know what they
way.
are doing. The profits
Watts:
George
I
they've made and the
believe very strongly profits they're going to
that we are going to make for a very long
have to have more Open time yet which they say
and honest discussions we are no pan of. I think
about what a is that we we should let them
want and how we want know that we are pan Of
This to happen. Now is where they
are and
the time for us 10 try to what they're doing.
gel the majority Of Our
Chief Joe Mathias:
people in our 00m. Its probably the sadeast day in my life when
undies involved in
discussion about what it the Sparrow decision
is that we want. ...What came down because I
I believe is important is
don't know how to
that we now have the handle winning)
The time has come
discussion so that 10 or
15 years
from now for tribal councils such
when we say this is the as
for
yourselves,
way ins going to be in Squamish and others in
our communities, that the country to sit down
at of your citizens wit at in a process of debate
least have participated and discussion amongst
in getting you 10 that ourselves. When we are
In
point Of having to live talking
about
Indian
with that decision. ...I self- government, what
believe that the chat- do we mean about it?
tinge s Out to now put What does a look Ike?
that onto paper and put How do we fill it out?
that into writing and put How do we make it
that into concepts about alive? What jurisdiction
a talking about?
what we want for the lie are
we
compromise
tare. That is based On Do
aboriginal
rights and anywhere, Is there room
1

I

-

I

a

for compromise? What's
the
time frame for
negotiations? Are we
prepared to negotiate?
D° we have a mandate,
and if there is a man
date, how far Can your
negotiators go in that
mandate?
Questions
like these are logical,
tough questions that
eventually
we
must
that when we
ananswer so people
out of the room. wwe
know exactly what we
are going to say, how
we're going to say X.
and what process we're
going to participate in
so that the other side of
the table knowS exactly
what we are abort_
Its going to be a
process of consultation
and
discussion
and
debate amongst outs.
v s.
o Archie

Ahousaht:

Frank,
...I la

houlthe tells you wore
your boundaries are,
where you can fish up
the rivers, where you
can do anything. These
are all being taken away
from you... °You have
stolen my resources
that was Md. My Oha
houlthe" - This is what
we should be telling the
government of Canada
...Ha houlthe goes into
the bnghouse where
the chiefs have their
own ha houlthe. They
have their songs, they
have their wolves, you
name it, they've got
their marriage songs
and everything within
that longhouse, only to
have the government of
Canada trample en that
ha
houlthe.
chief's
That's what we're talking about, that's what
we're trying to do to the
government Of Canada.
They're Trespassing on
our land and they took
everything they wanted
which in their Bible says
'thou shah not steal".
Let that Sink in because
the white man dole my
land
and
even
destroyed my way of
living,
destroyed my
government, destroyed
my language. And today
we're fighting for what
little we have left. We
have to fight together.
We have this very bad
habit of dividing when
the crunch is down.
How can I honestly
e
believe that the white

man owned my land.
The ha houlthe was ds*Owed among the wan
rums. Ile a very, very iffy
situation when we talk
ha houlthe because you
raked
about
your
boundaries with other
nations On both sides of
you. You can go as far
as
want
you
my
grandfather used to say.
ea
That spa
belongs to
you We have a halibut
bank out there
can
pinpoint to you, to the
government of Canada
and show them where
es al, it's over the 100
fathom edge. That's
how well we know our
boundaries. That's how
well we know ourr ha
houlthe.
Its
ha
a
houlthe of the band and
we honor if
I

Jerry
Mowachaht:

Jack,
...Its

going to be up to us hawith to gel together.
Somewhere, some time,
we have to sit down and
start carrying on our
duties.
Wove
been
sleeping loo long. A lot
of it has to do with the
things that are happening to our people, with
the
way
that
the
Department or Indian Affairs has taken over the
way we are today. They
have changed our way
life, they've taken
DI
away our way of lee, our
snare.
These
programs are what is
holding us back. it's up
to us to go back home.
gel our people and say
look, we've got 10 do
Our
Something.
mountains are getting
clear, and the dyers are
getting low. We have a
big task ahead of us....I
think it's really important
that we get together as
ha-wink, get together
somewhere. We don't
need any funding. Our
grandfathers didn't have
any funding and they
travelled to talk about
ha houlthe.
think it's
we
as haimportant that
wilih get together with
our elders and lind out
who these guys are.
who are they? Put them
In their place In their
rightful places and tell
them the s your teris
your
filmy,
this
responsibility. Its yours.
Stan looking alter C.
tomorrow,
...Starting
today was a good start,
let's start Mannino a
I

strategy
what
were
going to do in a positive
way, how more going to
tackle this government.
Lloyd Billy, Ehattesahl:
...Over
the
years I heard people

same time, you have to
recognize and realize
as
NU °ahan -nuhh
People you can change
that Until that attitude
changes, ìf we con
lineally hiieya that the

saying That

Settlement

I

heath)

(the

is

100 years

from row. we are going
to be complacent. We
have to believe and set
rn
r mods that set-

was our supermarket,
and
believe that. I
strongly believe that we
are a rich people yet.
a
_We have to get back
is gong to
now
bw
to listening to our el- wank
week
Too hard all the
dors, we have to get
back to listening to the core
hereditary chiefs when
Alex
McCarthy,
they speak.
Ucluelel: I'm proud of
Agatha John, Wet. (our ancestors) that
tesah{: I think right now they didn't go make any
a lot of us don't listen to treaties. Now it's up to
our elders, we only hear us to carry on and we
them, that's all we're are tieing it but
see
giving them. Were not this sea claims it's not
giving them the chance an easy escoten.
to really teach us, or to
Hugh
Walls,
have us listen to them. Opetehesaht: You can
...I hear people say, not drive a car without
don't
speak
the wheels,
yours cannot
language because they drive a car without a
don't understand. If you steering wheel_ To me
keep Saying that ree will the people are the
never understand it. You wheels and the ha-wifh
have to keep talking it are the steering wheel.
_.I understand a little bit So you've got to make
of il. no I feel like I've that decision, you've got
get my loot in the door, to have the hereditary
learn.
because
hoofs as pan of your
want to I canover and discussions.
You've
over where I can oak heard people say that
out a whole sentence. chiefs and the land are
Right row
can only one n the same. So
words.
n There how can we possibly
pick Out
will be a day when HI be talk about land. low can
able
to speak
my we
about
talk
nave to resources, and how
language. All
do is listen.
we're going t0 use it
Frances Frank, TM- without those people
aqul-aM:. :: Its ,man present.
tart as leaders. not just
Nelson Keltlsh We
as elected leaders, but seem to be reaping
as
hereditary something
aso
we
that
leaders, we have to seeded in -our genera.
provide the people the floe because we had
information So they can given up some beliefs
educate
themselves that were
w
so deep within
inmore
and become
our culture and our
hem toll. We nave to tradition.
er our hawithin
create an interest with Thal we had wandered.
our people...
wandered a tlstance
.when you go away from that.
think
home, remember youre that deep in our hearts
the authors of the book That we know that this is
on the land question.
something that we need
we have to work to consider and tackle in
together without anger Mg own personal way.
and with the proper at,rho future of the
Nude.
Nuu -shah -nuhh nation
that
it's
imthink
1,000 years Iron now
poearl that we dent let maybe there will be
tongs happen and die 60.000,
or
50,000
from
about
a
week
58,000
after
The
or
us.
now.
philoophies that we
understand and I have, the phelOsBphws
realize that the federal
and out tradiliods that
and
the
provincial we hold on to, we know
government have a key
were going to win,
role about how that's
going 10 change. AS the
I
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.
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SOCIAL CHANGE
(Part One)
CHANGE can mean so many different things. Change can be very
threatening Change can be very
as genus. Change can be very
demoralizing. Change can be
difficult or simple. Change can
an failure or it can mean success. It can mean success or it can
mean failure. It can mean so many
different things for different people.
Living within the context of social
change has been an immense
challenge for the Nuuchah nulth
Nuuchah -nulth
people.
Our
famines and children have struggled hard for survival within the
changing lifestyles of today's
societies. It has not made it any
easier than the changes happening in the larger society have been
influencing our Restyles and attitudes. It has been tragc to note
that the attitudes of the older
generations have been gradually
moulded to accept the influences
adherent to them as the key
keepers of traditional teachings
related to our values, morality and
spirituality. We have also been
losing our sense of responsibility to
our customs, traditions and laws
that governed our families. Our
laws were refined yet simple because they issued out of the head
of man.
We can deem that Nose laws Of
r.

our ancestors sufficed their particular needs. I wish it were simple
enough to say that such laws for
us today should meet our varying
needs in today's continually changing environment. Some of us can
simply say that such laws can be
and are adequate for us in today's
world. Many of our people today
cannot find it in themselves that
that can be s0. We hear se much
Imm elements in our own world
that say, °Let's choose the best of
the two worlds that we live in
today," and apply the good of both
for our lives today.
I

My personal view in connection
with values is that the values of our
ancestors still suffice the needs of
those of Our Nuu- chah -nulth who

practice those values today, in
spite of the continuously changing
world of today It appears to Ine
that those families are the stronger
for it To me that means that
whatever strengths we cherish
from other societies, those families
who five our ancestors values
prove that those strengths we
cherish from other societies are
also firmly embedded in our culture. firmly believe that that is the
direction that more of our people
need to look and encounter less
confusion. There are many people
from outside of our culture who are
appreciating our values and ciao
Pang it and teaching it. We are not
alone in our values At an "InEducation"
digenous
People's
Conference at UBC in 1987 it was
determined that lo ensure survival
as indigenous peoples, it is mperative that the approach t be
based on 'education into culture"
and not "culture into education ". It
was further stated that mils necessary for indigenous peoples to
seek direction from within rather
than from the western world as
surely 'the answers are within us ".
Our lives today need a lot of
serious thinking for us to start
finding the answers for our youth
to be channeled towards more effective and productive living. Our
elders need to be restrengthened
as the keepers of the teachings to
promote recovery for our youth
and the ability to look at the future
if that has to be a day at a time.
Our elders have to bong out the vision of our youth to work towards
success. More elders and families
need to become participant in the
development of lite skins for their
children outside of the classroom.
I guess
was adopting the tone
of the Nuu -chah -nulth speaker by
with
above
generous
being
I

I

reference to "the older generations
having been gradually moulded' by
the larger society. have used the
term "conditioned" at times with
reference to the submissiveness of
r older generations with regards
to the way that we have succumbed or given in to the subtle pressures
of
the
churches and
governments on our people concanting our Whets. lifestyles and
rights. Our people became passive
too long that today we are suffer.
ing and struggling with our own
lives trying to sober up, living with
the various abuses within our
families,
struggling
with
the
economy within our families because we became apathetic believing eventually that the
-native
society were or had superior systerm to ours in every way.
It is a hard struggle trying to
overcome our lethargic attitudes
today. We need the wisdom of the
elders that can speak with conedtion. We need to look at off
weakest points today as the Nuuchah -nulth people. And we need to
struggle together for the survival of
our weakest. We need discussions
about ourselves as a whole to deal
with the respect that we need to
have for ourselves as individuals.
We need to recognize that each of
our attitudes, negative or positive,
shape and contribute to how
others ive and act. As elders, It we
have been feeling rejection by the
youth today for being "oldfashioned" it is time for each of us
to practice the traditional ethics of
teaching values, being patient,
assertive and repetitive in season,
using
assertive and compassenate confrontation so feelings
are not hurt, sensitivity to others'
feelings, understanding of the
human and diplomacy. Use a
healthy topping of love and must
for each one you desire to reach
and teach. Our children and youth
require healthy sensitivities in all
these areas.
I

chah

has been good to see that
some of our youth have been corning forward these days to start asking questions. There are sell
those who may not even know
where to begin to ask the right
questions. They have encountered
so much ridicule in their leaning
situations and they have been
belittled no much and laughed at
that perhaps they feel ashamed to
ask questions. And yet asking
questions is one of the main ways
of learning. It is tragic to see subtlety in action because our children
encounter so much that it Is hard
for them to understand everything.
Many of their encounters have to
do with rejection, belittling, harshness, negative peer pressure, lack
It

of positive family influences, drink-

ing families, parent separation.
divorce,
abandonment,
disillusionment, lack of opportunities,
fear and shame, inconsistencies,
subtle discrimination and often
early in life they experience a loss
of their own little creativities and
innovativeness, and too often they
lack love and trust. Too, family
movement from place to place
thrusts certain traumas that are often hard to overcome because
here they experience a continuous
changing environment that is always hard to cope with. There is
so much for our youth to contend
with that it is no wonder that so
many have resorted to suicide be-

cause Of the immense mental and
emotional strain that they encounter.
Wisdom, tolerance, understanding, patience, faith, love and bust.
For all of us, young and old, it is
our responsibility to live these with
our young. It is not just the parents'
responsibility. The "Oki- fashioned"
historical teaching in our Nuu
chah -nulth nation taught us that
the responsibility for the upbringing
of the child fies with each one of
us. History tells me, one YOUR
SHARE, ROY".
ROY HAIYUPIS

July 13, 1990

AHOUSAT SCHOOL SUPPLIES
registered will also be issued to
We have contacted
Grade
8 to the
Human Services
Ahousat band ment our students
TO

all

Grade 12. Students in
Dear Ahousat bead Grade 8 to 10 will
receive $10 and Grade
members:
Please be advised 11 c and 12 will receive
that the Ahousat Educe- $20 per month.
IOndergaeae
iron Authority will be
students, $7'. school
taking applications Irom
supplies.
all its membership living
Grao.
Grade
off reserve for school
lied
students,
supplies this fall 1990
supple.
rink.
C
'outH you have children
ni
Jym,
Kindergarten to Grade teal equipmc
woodwork,
elk.
12, give us a call so we
12
Grade
ro
can include you for
8
73 school
fencing for school sup- students,
sup
spa
plies Otis fall.
Sluden
allowance dal elquìpara $50
bens:

titi

E

I

offices to inform them of
our intentions. We trust
that all honesty will be
used for these funds.
The funds will be drawn
from interest made from
education funds.
If you wan more information please contact Lewis George at
670 -9589 or 670 -9555.

Chao!
.

LEWIS GEORGE

Administrator
AHOUSAT
EDUCATION
AUTHORITY

NOBODY'S FRIEND
My name is gossip, have no respect for justice.
maim without killing, break hearts and ruin ryes.
am cunning and malicious and gather strength with age.
The more am quoted, the more I am believed.
My victims are helpless, they cannot protect themselves against me,
because I have no name, no face.
To track me down is impossible. The harder you try, the more elusive I
become
'I AM NOBODY'S FRIEND"
Once I tarnish a reputation, it Is never the same.
I topple govemments and wreck marriages.
min careers and cause sleepless nights, heartaches and indigestion.
I make innocent people cry In their pillows.
Even my name hisses,
am called gossip,
make headlines and
headaches.
Before you repeat a story, ask yourself: Is it true? Is it fair? Is it necessary?
It Not... DON'T REPEAT IT!!
I

I

I

I

I

I
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MACK FAMILY
MEMORIAL
POTLATCH
Richard -Samuel -Floyd -Reese Mack
Rhoda
Sam
and
Mack were hosts 01 a
Memorial Potlatch in
Ahousat on June 23rd,
at the Meath.. Cornm only Center.
The purpose of this
occasion
was
to
cleanse the spirit of the
hosts and to end the
period of mourning after
the loss of their four
Richard,
sons
Floyd
and
Samuel,
Reese.
It was also an oppor!unity for the family to
friends
and
thank
relatives who offered
their
support
during
times of grief.
The guests were see
ved lunch and then
sacred
some
ceremonies and dances
were performed.
The first performance
was
a
Thunderbird
the
Ceremonyy from
Webster family, Where
Rhoda is from.
Stanley Sam thanked
all of the people for joinleg them on this day

-

-

and for "the limes you
not beside them, bodily
and in prayer."
Then the family performed three pyous
dances, as an indication
of the changing of their
feelings from that of sorrow to happiness.
Next,
Chief
Bill
Kehlah's
welcome
dance was performed
by the children of the
community.
The first visiting performers were from Taku
River, Alaska, led by
Peter Terrell. This group
did several lively don ces and were given a
tremendous e ovation by
the crowd.
Many other tribes,
friends, and relatives
performed during the
evening and gave the
hosts money and gifts
to help make it a
memorable occasion.
It was daybreak when
the final speech was
made and Ise tired but
satisfied guests headed
home.

ta
(
Peter Webster Thanking the Makah people on behalf of Rhoda and Sam Mack.

n
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HOUSE
OF
HIMWITSA
The House diem.
witsa, a native arts and
crafts shop in Torino
on
officially opened
June 7.
House of Himwitsa is
owned and operated try
and
Kathy
Lewis
from
the
George
Ahousat Tribe.
The building is leased
Iron the Loft Restaurant
and is located right next
to the restaurant on
Campbell St,
They specialize in top
quality native artwork
including
wood carjewellery,
ergs.
silkscreen prints, drums,
basketry, native design
shirts andn many other
items.
Ahousat elder Stanley
performed
a
Sam
prayer
chant
and
Ucluelet elder Marion
Louie out the cedar bark
wet
ribbon,
on
a

westcoast afternoon
NTC
Chairman
George
Watts
congratulated Lewis and
Kathy and commented
that they were fine role
models for other young
Nuu- chah -nulth people
to look up to.
The Nuu- chah -nulth
Tribal Council Economic

Development

ton helped

-

'lTbo

shun peep: insane orrzentalion

to Sam and novae Mac

Corpora -

vrJIJ`j

to establish

the business with linendal assistance and
through the advisory
services of Field Officer
Al Little.
The House of
witsa (meaning "storyteling" in the Nuu -chahmilt language) looks to
have a bright future in
Torino and their friendly
staff is looking forward
to serving customers
from around the world
and from the local area.
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Wirers Irom Alaska

did ,avaral ontwlalnlnp

dance,

Ha-Shitth-Sa, Aug. 2l, Into
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Ha-ShHth-Sa,
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A new Health Clinic
has been built at the vilElhateese
lade
of
(1.0.2).
The building was funclod through the NTC
Health Board with assis-

tarde in negotiating for
funds by Danny Watts,
NTC Manager of Capital
Programs.
The Health Clinic has
main
room
for
meetings
and
workshops, examining
room, two offices, washstorage
rooms
and
area.
I
will be used by the
CHR,
Uchucklesaht
Marlene Mack, during
her weekly visits to the
munfy as well as
NTC Health staff (alcohol & drug counsellor,
nurse and doctor).
The clinic will be a
welcome addition to the
community.
y.
Previously
any workshops or visiting staff had to use the
school, which resulted
in disruptions for the
students.
a

Marlene is working
out of the Uchucklesaht
Band Office as a Ya time
community
health
representative, Y. time
social
development
worker and 'h time
family care worker.
She
recently
from
graduated
the
Human
Service
Workers Core Training
through Malaspina Col-

duties and putting out a
newsletter.
Kelly Marlin worked
month at
the
one
Friendship Centre with
the elders and during
the month of August will
be
assisting
maintenance man Jack son Ginger in Kildonen.

Morris Sutherland has
been working on Land
lege.
Claims Research for the
She has been or- Uchucklesaht Tribe.
ganizing several acHis work to date has
fivities through USMA included reading and
funding,

a

including

community dinner on
Mother's Day, arches.
ing of video equipment,
and arranging swimwing lessons for the
kids, which were a great
success. More lessons
are planned, staling
September 29.
Also funded through
the USMA is a new cement basketball court at
Ehiateese, next to the
school. It will have
removable
basketball
backboards
and
a
stores shed for equip-

A new radio phone
has
been
acquired

ment next to it.

through
the
Health
Department and USMA
and has been installed
in the Health Clink.

Two
new
houses
have been built by Van
Isle
Construction,
belonging
to
Daisy
Lucas and Phylis Hal-

Marlene
Mack v
n. These homes
recently
no
attended
a
are now near compileworkshop
in
Pon lion.
Townsend, Washington
'Parenting
on
as
The
Uchucklesaht
Prevention".
The Tribe has hired two
workshop dealt weh students to work during
parenting skills
and the summer months.
covered a wide variety
Tina
Robinson
is
of topics such as fetal working in the Band
alcohol syndrome.
Office doing general

out

sorting

land

all

claims information in the
Band Office, starting a
geneobgy (family tree),
information
acquiring
from the Alberni Valley
Museum, Dept. of Indian Affairs, UBC, and
other museums, and in.
terviewing elders.
Morris says that "what
hope to do in the fulure is complete the
genealogy, and carry on
my research with eldens, e tribal members,
museums,
archives,
and other sources of information. I also hope to
participate with the NTC
land Claims workers to
get more information
and ideas. All this information is very importall for us to get a better knowledge of the
Tribe's.
Uchucklesaht
past so we can pass H
to
the
future
on
generations, and hope
that
(we) can contribute to the Uchucklesaht Band."
I
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The new liea Lth

On Sunday, Aug 5 a

birthday
celebration
place
took
at the home
of Helen and Samson
Robinson.
The
dinner
was
by

p

Clinic at Kildonen.

-

Theresa,

Susan, Ellen, Sha -Sha,
and AH Baader.
The birthday girl was
Patsy Helen Robinson.
About 80 family and
friends were invited to
share in the feast. The
dinner included roast
beef,
ham,
turkey,
hall- smoked
prawns,
end, 3 -bean, potato and
Greek salad.
After everyone ate
and
sang
happy
birthday,
daughter.,
law Dora and her family
sang some of their
songs.
It was
an excellent
opportunity to introduce
Harry
and
Susan's
Rainbow song, which
was sung publicly for

tion basket from Sam son and Helen Robin so n
Helen then introduced
son,
Donald
to
and
aneveryone
an

*united that
reducing from

he
is
his unfortunate mishap and is

healthy and well from
being at home with all
his
family. He was
especially happy t0 See
his son Donovan.
Finally, Helen sang a

Uchucklesaht,
Thank you song, that used to
be sung years before by
her father.
The family thanks all
who came and joined in,
and a special thanks to
Louise and Elsie Robin McCarthy,
Columba
and
Ales
Frank and family, Agnes
Tom, Debbie and Dan
David, Skibba and Dora
and all the children who
made the party special.
son,

May

By TINA ROBINSON

.

'

would like to (hank you
people who came t sit
with us. Though you may
have sat in silence or you
expressed your sympathy
encouraging
and
gave
words, you are the people
who helped us through the
longest and hardest time
in our lives.
will never
target any of you.
To all of you who helped
financially; who provided
rides with boats and cars.
who prepared the meal for
the family and friends, to
who was all involved MIMI
setting up of the hall, to
the Ahousat office staff for
making the song sheets,
big thank you to EARL
JOHNSON,
FATHER
1

1

a.4
"

Waiter bsopneue Angus John Thomas, Born
Boni
December 12,1989, Lett Us March 4, teen.

how
vi

is as great and underSALMON,
and
RICK of you. I love you ablli
LINDHOLME.
Tracy Campbell, I have standing as you. Thank
A special thank you to your letter and thank you you for being with us and
my family:
for keeping us all in your we all miss you
key list carries
n. All
My father, Philip Louie in heart.
Victoria; my brothers, Isare
Gran Louise in Seattle, you people
just too
sac Campbell in Tot .o, Washington, thank you for kind and
must say that
Guy Philip Louie in Vic
the phone call and the en- not one of you are forgot torie, Cyril Louie in Vic- c o uraging words.
ten. Manin Edgar and
toria, Randy Louie- TravellA special thank you to homily,
Evelyn
Marshall
ing
Mac;
my
sister,
daughters,
Ralph
and
and
DARLENE
AND ALEC
Olga
Campbell,
Melodie. Louie and her
Marg.
are
always
DICK, who
children in Nanaimo.
o
chaht Sand. Bruce
here when need
Marx
and everyone
thank you all for being with
a to talk to. I
I thank you from the
of
you
m and my children when
thank you for helping us
hoar..
o needed you all the
and being with us from bottom of my
most. Crow realize file Is
hide one. We would nouns Shea.,
too short to se back and
have been lost without you
r
VIVIEN LOUIE,
sulk about the past and rvm
CHARLES THOMAS
question why? Today I
To Bella in Vancouver.
treasure each moment
AND CHILDREN
thoughts are hard to put
get to spend with each one
'person
Into words when
1
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The workshop began
me ni.

with a video on racypresented
by
cling
David Suzuki. After the
'deco Tim Sutherland
began by suggesting
that the government
ban the use of wasteful
Items. The power is In
the people themselves
to begin helping this ennt by reducing
oho use of items that ate
harmful o the environwent. Ii is up to people
to watch their purohasing habits. By buying in
bulk, rather than overpackaged products, will
reduce the amount of
garbage put in landfills.
Examples of over -packaged products are small
packages of sugar, salt,
pepper, and milk. Not
only do people have to
pay for disposable items
nave to
but they also have
pay for it again w ng
disposing it. One thing

to do in order to cut
down the amount of

waste h to stag reap'
cling at home. First, the
villages have to be
educated on recycling
and that was the whole
purpose
this
of
workshop.
The long -term plan
that Tim would Ike to
see implemented is eo
have all the villages gel
involved
in curbside
recycling. This form of
recycling involves using
conlainens made out of
recycle plastic, which
is next to indestructible
and holds 15 gallons
Each home would need
four containers to son
recyclable atoms such
as paper and bottles.
Tucks with bins collect
the recyclable items
from the containers and
bong H to be recycled
ton you.
The next topic Tim
spoke about was composting. 'Most people
don't like the idea, but it
is quite simple once you
get used to it," Tim
says. Composting inv01yes
your
separating

too

or yard craps
from recyclable items
and using the compost
(scraps) material for
around the home and
garden. Guest speaker
Chief Adam Shewish
says, 'it is extra work,
but in reality it simplifies

a lot of things." Composting can reduce pol-

reduce
and
landfill.
Chef Adam
Shewish also tells of
when tribes used to
throw fish back into the
water, then, it was con
tributing back to nature
by feeding smaller fish,
but not any more, it is
now considered polluting and therefore is not
done any mare.
The villages along the
coast are so small there
are
playing areas for
children Tim explains
how compost material
or landfil1 material dan
be stored for a while
and then used to cover
rough and rake areas
wits the compost. Then
Ibis area can be used lo.
create a playground tor
children,
The Iasi topic touched
on was the use of water.
Every time you turn the
tap on or flush the toilet
the minute it gets down
the pipes the water becomes polluted. Brush
ing
teeth, showering
and bathing automattally becomes con
Laminated water that entars the ocean or rivers.
Certain septic tanks
can only hold so much,
H will not work properly
if too many chemicals
are cflushed into it. A
septic tank should be
large enough to hold
lution

o

two days
su pPY Of se pY
material.
Reducing
110
the use óf water will
make a difference
Instead of flushing
water into the sewer,
reuse it. You can use
sing water to water
plants or lawn, and
washer water can gel
rid of some bugs in a
yard by letting the
washer hose run into
the lawn. "People have
to be made aware of the
dangers towards the
rivers or oceans by
using water; says Tim
Sutherland.
Tim supplied a very
and
interesting

knowledgeable

workshop on the e
vironment. The only
drawback was having
coffee and lunch served
S@N@d
with styrofoam cups and
plates. This only.

shows

that people are not
environment
taking
sly r enough and
obviously need more
workshops
the near
future lo educate the v'dr
loge ouvre.
Chief Adam Shewish
closed the workshop by
thanking those who did
attend and encouraging
them to pass on what
as learned that day to
other people.

Laura Jones

-

THE "SPARROW" DECISION HOW IS
%
THE GOVERNMENT RESPONDING?
Supreme Coud
of Canada decision in
the 'R. V. Sparrow' case
was handed down more
Iran three months ago.
II was nailed by first elion representatives as
a very *portent victory.
It is
w lime to ask
'How is the government
responding to ih¢ Sparrow decision?'
From meetings betweet Nns- cane -n he
first nations and the
OcenOf Fisheries
and Oceans, it seems
that mere is some
change in attitude On
the part of the department
Theye
are
prepared to recognize
The

IN APPRECIATION

1

i

workshop that coverer
three major topics on

the first time.
The song was cornposed by Helen, Harry
and Susan.
Susan and niece
Shaunee Lauder also
did a dance to go with
the Rainbow Song.
The
was
song
brought forward as a
fun song and dance to
fit the hood of two
shawls designed by Victot Robinson.
The first shawl has a
picture of a rainbow with
a
person under the
rainbow. The Second
shawl has a picture of a
sun with a person in a
dancing pose under the
sun.
Appreciation
gins
were then given out to
guests after the dance.
Shaunee
Lauder
received
a
beautiful
beaded hairpin from
Clotilda for her partcipation in the dance.
Shaunee
also
received an apprecia-

BIRTHDAY
GATHERING

prepared

This land we We on is
Ine home of many nalive Indian tribes, and H
it is not respected the
tribes could lose what
they have
h
to be so
proud of, their environmeet that surrounds the
reserves.
Tim
Sutherland
very
provided a
useful
e n v

-

a

Tin -wis Coalition
Plans
Fall Conference

ENVIRONMENTAL WORKSHOP
SOMASS HALL, JULY 11, 1990
HOSTED BY TIM SUTHERLAND
UU- AWTHLIK- NISMAAKQIN (Taking care of the land)

NEWS FROM THE UCHUCKLESAHT NATION

that In many cases
aboriginal fishing rights
are tae from being satisIced. even in terms of
home use requirements.
They are prepare to
'fishing
negotiate
agread
agreements'is with robes,
instead of issuing titans Il or permits.
alt is also very clear
that the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans is
trying to
the eb
feces of the Sparrow
decision so that they
keep their
err total control
over the original and
so that aboriginal sighs
to sello fish and shellfish
a
are
of recognized.
There are two really

ov

¡Mona.

g
strategic
points that
h
should be
emphasised. The list 5
the tact that neither the
Depanment non firs)
nations
narcos have had time
to poly understand and
row'
to the 'Span
row' decision since n
was handed down. The
second is the invention
from the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
to many tribes to define
them aboriginal fishing
tights as a bean for
negotiation of management.
two
Given
these
strategic points,
is
very important for all
first nations to begin
for
preparing
now

serious
negotiations
n
with the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
prior to the 1991 fishing
seasons. First eloping
should be developing
contand
detailed
prehenstne statements
of fishing rights, and
pr
fisheries
proposed
management plans to
masent
present to the Department before the 1991
seasons, as the basis
of
fish negotiations
agreements
fisheries
Please contact the
NTC fisheries policy advisor for assistance in
state Cos o
stye statements of rights
planets manage
and fisheries
ment plans.
.

The Tin -wis coalition
a major coni
fe ente to be held n
Pon Alberni on the OcLober 12 -14 weekend.
The Tin-wis coalition
was originally called the
'5 taihc0na Park' coatiti n, after meetings inv oing native leaders
and representatives of
trade unions and enentail
groups
were held early in lone.
The coalition came
together al that time to
fight against the provenci I government's plans
gut
Siralhona
Provincial Park.
George Watts and
Simon Lucas played a
key role in the formation
of the coalition and emphasized that the coatiten would have to go
f r beyond simply fighting to slop mining and

:manning

1

gging

I

n

Strathona

Park.
The name was chan toi the aTin -wis'
g d
coalition after a very
esstul and well attended conference at
Towns in
February,
The
t 89.
conference
was hosted by the NTC.
Two hundred people
r

presenting

labour

unions, native nations,
environmental groups,
ome
organizations,
eeoc groups
and
church/social
justice
connce.
croups attend. the
fere
i the
The highlight
contenance
wase the
hotted by the
I asti
chiefs of the Tl,
ht First Nation, whare
where
t e
clearly

demonstrated
their
ownership of Tlao -quiait territories to all con
corned.
The NTC has played
a lead role in planning
the Tin -wis conference
and the upcoming con femme in Pon Alberni.
Many
Nuuchah-nulth
e
tribes were represented
at the Tin-wis
con fervente.

The theme of the OcLober 12 -14 conference
"Global
Economic
Changes in the 1990's
How can native and
non- native communities
respond?"
George
Watts
Marjorie
and
(a
Cohen
leading
Camden
ec onomist)
will
give
keynote
speeches on the major
economic and political
forces at work in the
1990's, which are a
is

-

challenge
live

and

to

those na-

non -native
working
to

people
strengthen and rebuild
their communities.

Neu chan

n

tilt

representatives

will
have
many
opportunnies during the contarante to present their
history,
vision
and
philosophies
to
representatives of environmental,
labour,
peace, women's, church
and
ec000wic

development
ganizations.

-

attend this
conference.
For more information,
contact
Bill
please
Green at the NTC
office.
Plan

to

important

MEMBERSHIP IS VERY
IMPORTANT AND THE
QUESTION IS TO YOU
ARE YOUR CHILDREN
REGISTERED?
We have had a lot of dental offices/medical
services phoning our office for registration
numbers and a lot of the time the children are
not even listed on the Indian Registry Band
fist. So parents his all up to you lo do so, if not
done In a years time your child or children
will not be covered by medical or dental and
you will have to pay the bills?
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It's been a long but
mounding journey for to
human service workers
who are about to finish
the tiret core training
offered joielle
by USMA and the health
board.
It w
called -core
gainingbecause
human service workers
from different jobs (drug
and
alcohol,
CHR,
family care work, social
and
development
home /school
boor.

C +r
¡.program

a

Water) trained together

72 NUU- CHAH-NULTH

GRADUATES HONOURED
Seventy-two

graduates
were
honored with a banquet
and ceremonies
on
June 16 al the Mehl
Mahs gym
This is the largest
number of graduates in
one year from the NuuChah -nulth Nation.
The grad banquet,
sponsored by the NuuChah -noith
Tribal

Council. featured guest
speakers, entertainment
by the Ha- ho-payuk

school students, a dinner catered by Wanda
Robinson and presenttetions to the graduates.
The Mani Mahs was
filled for the occasion by
proud family members
of the grads
Chief Adam Shewish
from the Tseshaht Tribe
welcomed all of the
guests
and
congratulated
the
graduates.
He
also
gave money out lo
some grieving families

who
had ant loved
ones.
Elder Louise Robens
performed the payer
asking the Creator for

strength for these young
people.
the
Addressing
graduates were Richard
Watts, Co- chairman of
Inc NTC, Edin Frank
Jr, and John Frank horn
Ahousal, David John
from Ehdesahl, Chief
Walter Michael honk
Norma taht,
Delores
Statelier from Tlao -quiant, and high school
counsellor Nora Underwood, originally from

-

li

r

a.rOrr
t v`
1

r

]+
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Than and Pam Frank.
Following
the
speeches, the Ha -hopayuk students enterMined with some songs
and dances that they
have learned through
their school's cultural
program. The Perron
began
with
mances
Erma Robinson reading
from
Dr.
George
Chrlesïs day
They
a
ging
Happy
Were
Singing
People."
Their performance ineluded the
home
cary song,
haa- ook- shilthsong,
yak, and the Nuu -chahnunh song.
Following their exceltool
presentation the
Ha- ho -payuk students
were given a rousing
the
ovation
by
audience.

-

eveni

Tal-o- qui -ant

.

The MIST for the
evening
Jove
were

Nest

Presentation a of

The

Peal.

cates and gifts to the
graduates. Each grad
was called up to the
Stage and given their
graduation certificates
and a silver pendant
with the NTC design.
Chief Adam Shew!sh
made the presentations.
Several of the tithes
also
made
presentations
their
to
and
the
floor
graduates
was open
pen to anyone
who wished to speak.
Congratulations were
extended
to
the
graduates
by
all
speakers
and
encouragement given to
carry on with their
education ton the benefit
of their people. To echo
the
one
words of
speaker, John Frank,
let's venture out and
better the Nuu -vhehnulth Nations .°

íP2
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Jeff Mack, shown with his proud mother Marlene Mack, received an award at Alberni
Elementary for the science Fair. His protect
was poster, entitled "Donn Kill the Whales."
Jeff, who will be going grade five this year also
made the school honor roll. He has also been a
winner of NTO scholarships the past two years
and has Seen saving his money to buy a corn.
purer. Keep up the good work, Jeff!

Fourteen people who Haiyupis, who stayed
are working in the field with the group during
of human services have some of the course,
competed their core was one of several
training
and
were speakers at the gradual
honored at a graduation lion,
banquet on June 15.
Roy said that it was
All of the graduates "interesting to see the
work for either the Rum- development going on
hah -nulh
Tribal in our nation.
Council or for member
°One of my hopes
tribes.
with this group gradualThe graduates are ing today is to form
Debbie David, Darlene groups where young
Dick, Paul Frank, Trudy parents
can devote,
Frank, Noreh Jack, Mar- their parenting skills,.
lene Mack, Nora Martin, he sad, hve lost that
Tanya
Moan.
Ann opportunity, training as
Smith, Carol
Smith, parents, at residential
Charlie
Thompson, school
Nona Thompson and
Several other people
Lisa Watts.
spoke to offer conLinos Lucas, Arlene gratulations and
enPaul and Kathy Swan courage
1. including
in MC Carol Clutesi, Carol
also
participated
some of the modules.
Matthews, Asst. Dean of
Arousal elder Roy Institution at Moro na

DITIDAHT
ANITA JOSEPH

College, Deb Foxerofi
Danny Watts, Richard
Watts, Wilma Doxtador,
Marlene
Walter,
a
facilitator Item Montane,
Linos Lucas, Charlie
Thompson and several
representatives from the
tribes That the grads are
working for, as well as
family members.
Trudy Frank spoke on
behalf of the graduates.
She said that it was a
very tough six months
but it wound up being a
team
effort,
with
everyone knowing they
could do it.
'Each one had a little
something in them to
keep the whole group
going," She .said, "and
the most beautiful thing
about a was watching
these people grow.
.

MOWACHAHT
JUANITA AMOS
ROBERTA AMOS
LAURIE ANDREWS
RENEE DICK
CLAIRE ENGLISH
CONNIE HOWARD
WILLIE HOWARD
BEULAH JACK
GARY MAOUINNA
HARVEY MARK
JULIA MARK
SHARON MARK
LENORE MURPHY
EVELYN SAVEY
HUDSON SAVEY

NUCHATLAHT

S

EHATTESAHT
LORRAINE JOHN
HESOUTAHT
SANDRA LAMBERT
BETTY LUCAS

KYUOUOT
RUEBEN GILLETTE
BONNIE JACK
MARILYN SHORT
VELINA VINCENT

Nuu- chah -nuith Human
Services Graduation
-Ss-

NTC 1990 GRADE 12 GRADUATES
AHOUSAHT
BERTHA CAMPBELL
CLARENCE CHARLES
MELODIE CHARLIE
MARCEL DORWARD
CAROLINE FRANK
NAOMI FRASER
TAMARA RAMPANEN
CORINNE SUTHERLAND
DELORES THOMAS
INA THOMAS
JAOUELINE SUTHERLAND
NICKI TOM
TUESDAY WEBSTER
JOSEPH WILLIAMS

F

WALTER MICHAEL
TANYA MICHAEL
JESSIE SMITH
OH IAHT

JUANITA JOHNSON
LISA WILLIAMS
CARLA WILLIAMS

OPETCHESAHT
LORRAINE LAUDER
UCLUELET
LARRY BAIRD JR.
RICKY FEVEILE
JIM CLAYTON
HENRY GEORGE
GLEN TOUGHIE
MIKE WILLIAMS

TLA- 0- OUFAHT
CECILIA CURLEY
LARRY CURLEY
JOE FRANK
MARY MARTIN
MIKE MARTIN
ODILIA TATE (DAVID)
KATHY TOM
ALFRED WILLIAMS
JASON WILLIAMS
PATTI WILLIAMS
DENISE WILLIAMS
TOOUAHT
KIRSTEN JOINSEN

.
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TSE -SHAHT

JACOUIE BARNEY
MICHELLE BARNEY
JERID CLUTESI
KATRINA CLUTESI
SHAE CLUTESI
JASON DICK
GORDON DICK
EDITH ANNE FRED
DIANE GALLIC
TRICIA GEORG
KAREN JOHNSON
DENISE NICOLSON
DONNA MAY SAM
OTHER TRIBES
RAY SIM (MUSOUEUM)

in those topics basic to

human service work
These included six slaporate
modules:
1.
problem assessment 2.
personal growth and
development:
3.
counselling skins: 4,
administration. 5. cornmussy development: 6
teamwork.
Modules I,
1, 2 and 3
were previously written
up in the Ha- Shiith -Sa.
Module
Ad#4
ministration was offered
in Port Alberni, March
12 -16.
learned
about the structure and
lunction of provincial,
lederal
tribal
and
government. As well
they teamed the special
funding
arrangements
and histories of USMA
and the health board.
For good lecture and
discussion material on
these topics we thank
Graham
Ramsey,
Simon Read, Gerald
Wesley
The dreaded "paper
work" for each position
was reviewed so that
each trainee learned to
properly complete the
necessary forms and
applications. For this
section we thank Kathy
Sawyer
(Kekawis),
Roberta Jones (NTC
Health Board): Doreen
McIntyre
(SOCial
De ve_bpment),
and
Graham Ramsey (USMA).
Proposal waiting was
also
offered
during
Module #4 and we
thank Jeanette Watts
for a dynamic and fun
Each
Presentation.
trainee
the
learned
steps involved in wilting
a proposal
prepare
-

ing

a

un

The
were
the
comcorn-

proposals that
started
during
workshop were
plated for the
unity assignment. The
were
final
products
typed and
completed
mpleted
rd

with covering levers and
letters
of
support.
Proposal
intopics
eluded: to develop a
written record of 'radii
SOnal
Nuuchah -nunh
teachings (Anne Smith:
Ucluelet and Toquahp
Oro-Meath
Luh -NiSTaking care
01 our land awareness
of waste products and
recycling: a project for

rather "with" people.
Wanting "with- is a woperative
process
where the community
worker and the people
mutually support each
other to
the
plan
programs that people
need and want. We
mask...,
studied examples of
good community aclion /d ev a to p m0nf
programs to learn how
week we
environment
more easily
M or(Trudy
Frank, gani en We learned the
AhousaM),
garbage bask tools for how to
disposal for Kyuguot 1pat plans
ion so
community
(Carol
communities see
Smith, Kyuquot), halo concrete resets. People
for elementary feel good about themtrips
students, (Nara Jack, selves and so does the
Kyuquot).
Day
care worker.
proposal, (Lisa Watts,
Key
twe
phrases
Sheshaht). Hey way no touted about !n cornhealing
circle
con- murky tlevelopment
Terence.
{Nona eluded,
Thompson,
Nilnaht).
Helping Where tee hell
Bloodlines - Tla ebtke
themselves.
aht ancestry (Debbie
9
leadership
David, Tla- o- qui -aht).
rather
than
tatting
On )ere final day of
leadership.
Module #4 we wet'
Leadog from baking
corned Louse Darts.
rather man taking
Tsow- hum -le lum
who
charge.
delivered a
excellent
ethers
presentation s on lime
whet man baring
and stress
managelt
mer), using a holistic
Working
others
approach where we
rather han doing
9 or
rsetves Irom the
view
physical, mental, eery
tonal
and
spiritual
perspectives. A special
that you to Wilma
Keitlah for co- ordinating
and
overseeing this
module.
Module #5:
Com-

is

murky Deveopmvr
Module #5 was an
exciting week o1 lecture
material. Case studies,
small group discussions
presenand
trainee
tattoos Important terms
were defined and disCussed. What exatly is
community
development? We defined it as
a group of people eking
close together, or a
group of people sharing
something in common.
Moving toward a postlive goal of growth and
improvement. It is an
educational
Process
designed to bring about
planned community improvemenl by and for
the people In the commadly to solve a
problem laced by the
people. We explored in
of
the kinds
detail
workers
relationships
sometimes haue with
their
communities.
does
a
worker
Ideally
not do things 'to° people
el 9or people but

others.
Helping people
to
take responsibility for
decisions rather than
having outsiders ire
pose decisions on
them.
The community as.
signmenr focused on
using the principles and
of Commonly
deveice
olpmof
ent to begin
the planning of compen!ty-based

poslhve

Indian parenting.
Module
#6:
Teamwork:
The final module was
on teamwork and hell
m IM beautiful wn lops
location. The weather
lo
was great and Glared
Thompson
annoyed
ruing hie mountain bike
every day!
Special
thanks to Debbie David
who
spell
Sunday
n
shampooing the rug for
all el us! And to George
David and his friendly
kitchen
stall
who
prepared
delicious
and
coffee
lunches
beaks On our beet
merino George very
generously staid 00
prepare
special and
delicious sermon barbsbares.
que. Kleco!Kleco!

imor

IfIllaleeiegend

Congratulations

right direction, keep it
&
conNaomi Fraser: 1990 up!" Love
from your
graduate of Esguimalt
mS
l
Senior
outlets
Secondary
'You're paddling the

e

l
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HOW SHOULD GOVERNMENT BE ACCOUNTABLE
TO THE PUBLIC?
A CONVERSATION WITH A TRIBAL HABITAT BIOLOGIST
(Part 15 of a series on research
on fisheries co- management by
Nelson Keidah of Pon Alberni
and Lyn Plnkenon of UBC, supponed by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada)
Justin the biologist, a graying but
dear -eyed man in his early 50s,
left a senior position in a resource
management agency in the Pacific
Northwest to come work for the
tribes. He look a 50 per cent payout in doing this.
What made you leave your

government job?
saw that government was not
willing to respond to the public
demand for conservation of fish
and wildlife. Public opinion has
charged a lot in the last 10 -15
years. Before, it was just fishermen
and hunters who talked to the
management so g n íe s. Nov Noe
Iorga ed environmental
are
groups with clout. There are tribal
rights recognized by the courts.
There are public interest groups
concerned about the public right to
protection of dwindling public
have far
resources
s. These groups ha
more r power than they used to
have, and they have changed
public opinion. There has been a
strong and clear demand since
1974 for better conservation. The
agency should be responding to
this and taking a leadership role in
this big job. But some of the agences are too stuck in old attitudes.
I

Just what is the agency's "old

attitude"?
For starters, they are afraid to
admit that our knowledge is so in-

complete. They think they are the
authority. and therefore, they have
to know it all. So they try to hide
the tact that every decision they
make
voles risks to our
resources. Because we Boni know
for sure what we are doing. We are
only making an educated guess.
Well, 364 species of fish in North
America are now listed as needing
protection because of their rarity.
That's. not counting the ones that
have become extinct. The most
important cause identified by
scientists is the damage to fish
habitat. These are serious matters.
You cant bring back a species of
fish once it is gone.
If imperfect knowledge is the
problem, how would it help to
have the public involved?
Because government Is really
making deci ionsabout what risks
are worth taking. Only they are not
telling us that is what they do. For
ample, almost every decision involves weighing the economic
benefits against the risks to
resources. Say mere* a proposed
new factory that will bring in jobs;
but at the same time it might kill a
valuable species of fish. The public
has the right to know what the
dangers are.
It is not up to government to tell
us we ought to have the factory,
because they believe this is a better decision overall. They should
just tell us how great the risks are
to the fish. They should also
present us with some other
we
factory
were
choices. Suppose the
located elsewhere? Suppose certain protections were used? What

5th Annual Rose Lima Good
Lahal Tournament
would like to
thank all the people,
especially Me teams
that showed up and
made the 5th annual
Rose Lima Good global
(Lahal) Tournament a
complete success.
We would Ike to extend our deepest sympathy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Little and family
who lost their house
and all their belongings
in a house fire. Showing
tremendous head and
determination
Harold
and wile. Caroline came
back and won the
tournament. But, not
without terrific battle
from last year's shampion, Corby George,
who placed second.
We

n

L

Having to beat Harold
twice Corby won the
first game of the double
knock -out, but lost in
the final game. Third
place went to David
Dick, who came through
the loser's side of the
draw, which was not an
easy task.
1st place, 51500 plus
e
individual
trophies and
the memorial trophy.
End place, $300 plus
individual trophies.
3rd place, $200 plus
individual trophies.
Wish to thank the
people who supported
our fund- raising tickets,
the winners were as fallows:
1, bone game set, Mr.
Harry, Duncan.
l

2, silver earrings, C.
Allee, Minuses.
3, carving, Ramona
Williams, Duncan.
4. beaded key Chain,
Bruce Mark, Gold River.
5, abalone necklaceearring sel. D. James,
Duncan
We had 20 teams,
hope to see you all back
next year and more. It's
people Ike you that's
going to keep our cultural heritage alive, so
our Children and their
children will be able to
Carry with them with
pude our great native
traditions.

Thanks you once
again,
Yours In friendship,
Willie
Good
and
Laverne Good.
.

would the trade -offs be? The
scientists should give us their best
judgement of the consequences of
different choices.
But we should make the choice!
And we should make it with the
best available information. Making
choices like this is not a scientific
decision. It is a decision based on
values. We decide what is most
valuable to us. We decide what
trade -offs we want to make. We
may not be willing to risk the health
of the fish as much as the
scientists might We might want
the new factory only if there are
certain protections with it. Or we

might not

att

all

The
Wehtitt
belong to the
public, and the public has the right
to know what risks are being taken
with them. These are tough
decisions with long -term consequences. They deserve serious
open debate.

How could that debate happen?
For one thing, we need Enental
reef Assessment of any
major project that molly lays the
facts out, allows public input, and
lets the public know exactly what
the final decision is based on.
Some of this already happens under the U.S.. National Environmental Policy Act. But it needs improvement. Here's what we need:
(1) Make the best available information public. (2) If this information is not enough for making a
good decision, do research to get
better information. (3) No project
allowed until enough information is
collected to at Ieas1
least know what the
risks are. (4) Consider alternative
ways of doing project. (5) Scientific
experts evaluate the risks to public
resources,
well as the benefits,
of each possible way of doing the
project. (0) Request public comment on preferences, in public
loom, so that puck
public input is
known. (7) Provide funding for parproject of groups affected by the
project. That means funding to pay
for research, travel, etc. (8) Follow
clearly laid out procedure lot deciding, based on choices and
ure public
input. lit proper procedure is not
followed, public can take decision makers to coud.) (9) Provide clear
statement of who will pay whom,
and how much, I the worst happens.
s

Isn't that a pretty expensive
procedure?
Ins Cheap, if you consider what
is at stake. Your own Federal En-

mental Assessment Review
Office estimates the cost is only
0.5 per cent of the capital costs on
major projects. That's also much
less than the cost of charging

poorly designed project after the
fact. Besides, how can you put a
price tag on our natural resources?
They are not replaceable! You
protect them now or never!
What
about
maller

decisions? Things that s aren't
major projects?
Well the process wouldn't need
to be so elaborate and formal, but
the general idea ought to be the
same. Information is shared, and
there. is a frank discussion of the
risks.
Do you see government agen-

cies doing this In Washington
now?
Wave made a good start with
TFW, but a has a long way to go.
Some of the agencies still need to
grow up. How can the public trust
government if government is not

honest and open about what is
known?
If
government
is
threatened about any of their own
people expressing a different
peo
opinion?
Among
themselves,
scientists talk about what they
know, and how they try to find out
more, But in front of the public,
some of the agencies still act Ike
scared children.
But what are they so scared

of?
They are afraid of taking the

strong leadership they know they
ought to take. Public opinion Is
leading them, instead of the other
way around, and they are 'way behind! They were allowing this
ridiculous debate "jobs vs. owls" to
go on. The politicians have sel
people against their own environments in order to cover up a long
history of poor forest management.
There can be no sound outcome to
a debate that forces people to fight
the environment they live in. Our
economy has been prosperous
because of our abundant natural
If
we deal protect
them, weall loose in the tong run.

What do you think will happen
now?
We're coming to the end of the
time when government wailing listen to anybody but the dg companies. There are some changes
even in the last six
Ins. They
are finally beginning
Aie
to realize that
many people gigged
consider fish and
wildlife to be just as important as a
healthy logging industry. Deserving
equal consideration. And they are
responsible to these people too,
not just the companies. There
at least three new political
tations
organ
formed in the last
month to work for better protection.
And the tribes
robes are collecting the incau
formation so we can go back to
coud if we have to. We're not
going to give up. We're doing this
for our kids.

Na-Shlnh-sa, AUgust23,1990

STRATEGIES TO STRENGTHEN
CULTURAL RESOURCES FOR HEALTH
an
indigenous
The
Canadian
As
Will this belief lead to
Public Health Associa- person who is aware of practice? Is there room

Lion held its 81st An- the historical and sysual Conference In (emetic destruction of
Toronto last month. First Nations cultures in
There were several Canada, applaud any
Native presentations new
Or
emerging
awareness
at
this conference.
that will help
One of the most exch. to recognize and run
Ing was
a
given by tune ouf ancient, Iron
Mercredi, Ilona)
Ovide
and
existing
Manitoba
Regional methods or healing and
Chef. His speech was staying heathy.
titled, "Strategies to
We value our In.
Strengthen
Cultural d'genous
lot
ways
for maintaining the health
Resources
Health." This speech of our people. Forgive
was se moving that he my skepticism when
received a standing say we have little
ovation from the room reason to believe that
filled with over 1000 there is
medical
We
want
to
people!
theory and in practice
share this speech with within the health probesyou and so will re- sion a genuine desire
print it In the Ha- and interest that will
Shllth -Sa section by lead to greater respect
section. Cone lo the for our people, our
first section;
the cultures
rights,
now f our distinct peoples in
Why are w
beginning to examine Canada.
berelationship
the
Then again. must be
and generous if I em tos loitween
culture
health?
traditional
low
the
. Can we argue cos h teachings of our elders.
any certainty that in
want very Much to
health believe we are now in a
the
Canada
has reached period of reconciliation.
prof
a level of mouthy, Safi- Atime in ourmutual and
to collective
enough
a
histories
cere
healing where white dominance
embrace
merit.* and processes and racial superiority
that do not lit the are abandoned in favor
specialized and division of human respect and
of labor orientation of acceptance of cultural
I

I

I1

I

white medicine?

differences.

in Canada for the cullures
of
the
First

Nations? The onus i5 on
Canada, to finally accep) our people as egoals, for we,
the
aboriginal people, have
suffered
enough
humiliation, material as
well as cultural deprivalion. In many respects
all that we have left, after the loss of our land,
and
resources
economy, is our sultures. And no one here
should delude themselves into believing that
has
been
Canada
generous to us by allow-ing our cultures to survive, much less flourish
in aboriginal soil. To the
contrary,. our cultures
exist, in their torn and
landed conditions after
years and years of
State. missionary, and
public service measures
of assimilation and cultural genocide.
seal will not try to perSuede you that our
conpeople
have
hibuti005 to make n
how the health of indviduas and of all our
people can be and must
be enhanced by our
holistic approaches to
life and caring for each
other. To look after the
health needs of our
and
compeople

unities is a self-evident
human
right.
Whether you believe
that or not will, of
course. result in cane'
quences but mars not
the issue for us.
For our people, healing ourselves must take
precedence to receiving
write approval or per mission. While we can
all agree that we need
your help and cooper.
tion in improving the
quality of health for
people
and
vom r

montes, please do not
expect us to concede
that we need your approval or permission to
take
better care of
and
our
ourselves
people It would be far
better to work hand in
hand then to compete
or work In cross-purr to relate in
poses
confrontational territorial
And please take this
reminder and
gentle
autron which is made
to the federal government. Canadian people
will not acre the fact
that we are poor and
that Canada is rich to
be used as justification
for governments to con
trol our health as well as
the pace or quality of
responses to our health
needs, problems and
self- tleterminahealth
lion.
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YOUR CHILD'S HEALTH
Continued studies tell
us that when a parent
smokes your children
can become ill from it. It
has been proven that
this smoke increases
the risk of childhood
respiratory
ill
These children often
some
down
with
and
bronchitis
penumonia in infancy.

Babies
and children
who
are
around
smokers
will
cough
more, have mote runny
gases. and will surge
more
breathing
problems. Their lungs

damaged. permanently
If you
must smoke,
consider going outside
from
your
away
children!

Thank You
Thanks Friends:
For coming together to find ways to help
our people and myself.
Spiritually you can heal.
wanted to make it, that is why I am
II

I

here.

watched the Changes, where am now
changed from yesterday, am another
person today.
1

I

I

I

Listen:
Important learning comes from within.

Ins like Council of Fire.
Bring your people to the Circle to deal
with the problems that are there.
We must learn a little more, so people
can cost you.
As people, you have to show your
respect to your people.
In order to build your trust, you have to
speak the truth.

Listen and be observant:
So that you will not mss one word or
sign, and so that you will not lose a person.

VERNA JACK

CIRCUMPOLAR
HEALTH CONFERENCE
WHITEHORSE, YUKON
There were over 700
people at this confemme in Whitehorse.
These people represen
led all the countries
whose borders touch
the northern parts of the
world: Canada, Alaska,
Finland, Sweden, Den Russia,
mark,
many
and
Greenland
others.
conference
This
the
special
on
focused
of
health needs
people
in the north. The theme
Community
was:

Health: Problems and
Solutions In the North.

and
Frank
Trudy
Jeannette Watts gave a
presentation about the
Nuu- shah -nulih Health

Board's program.
There was a trade.
tonal feast with drum ming and dancing one
night. It was exciting
when all the people
present at this dinner,
which was about 1,000,
got up and danced the
Friendship Dance. Darleen Wafts gave a talk
at this dinner and asked
all the people from each
of the countries to stand
so we could recognize
them.
The next Circumpolar
Health Conference will
be held in 1993 In
Siberia. L you want
none information, come
by the health board
office.
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Boyd Gallic
Courtworker

The Native Courtworker and Counselling
Association of British Columbia
Box 211
Port Alberni, B.C.

V9y7M1

Tel

]

THE NATIVE COURTWORKER AND
COUNSELLING ASSOCIATION OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA
404 WEST ESPLANADE STREET
P.O. BOX 86600
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. VZL 4Lt
TEL. (604) 9855355
FAX (604) 985 -8933

NATIVE ONLY

PRINTING
Charlene 8 All Thompson

Specializing In Native Printed
Garments & Creative Logos
2721 Fifth St.
Victoria, B.C.
WIT 4B1

.(604)384 -9118
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Sports

1990 Nuu -chah -nulth Indian Games
July 28th to August 6th

9th Annual Nuu- chah -nulth Indian Games
TRACK & FIELD
AGGRAGATE MEDAL WINNERS
586 Boys
586 Girls
788 Boys
788 Girls
9810 Boys
9810 Girls
11812 Boys
11 012 Gins
13814 Boys
13814 Girls
15816 Boys
15 &16 Girls
17 -21 Men
17 -21 Women

22 -27 Men
22 -27 Women
28 -34 Men

2834 Women
3539 Men

'

3539 Women
408 over Men
400 over Women

Vance Seiber
Chairrnaine Seitcher
Anthony August
Angie Frank
David Saunders
Crystal Eaton
Coby Tatoosh
Francine Swan
Leon Lauder
Emma West
Clayton Johnson
Christina Biavacshi
Wayne Hinchclifte
Melody Charlie
Alphonse Little
Amy Robinson
Jack Little
Lisa Sabbas

Tseshaht
PAFC
Tla -o- qui -ant
Ahousat
PAFC
PAFC
Opetchesaht
Ahousat
Opetchesahl

Tony Dick

Arousal

Boris Robinson
Robert Dennis
Bunt Latear

Ahousat

7

14
8
9
15
9
14
8

14
17
15

Spanish
Ahousat
Squamish
Mowachaht
Ahousat
Ahousat
Tsesaht

14
14

PAFC

13
18
14
15
14
15
12
13

Opetchesahl

12

PAFC

Hesquiaht
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Thank you volunteers, if it wasn't for the so many dedicated
volunteers throughout the Indian Games we would not have had such
a big success. We would like to pay special tribute to Kathy Robinson
and her family for heading up the concession stand for the duration Of
the games Also Echo Pool, Russell Field, Poe Alberni Friendship
Centre, Tseshaht Band and S.D. #70 thank you for your co- operation
and the use of your facilities
Congratulations to the following athletes for their performance
throughout the games:
Outstanding Athlete 16 & under boys - Sampson Barney.
Outstanding Athlete 16 & under girls Sylvia Martin.
Most Sportsman Like Team (Overall) Ucluelet.
We apologize for the late start in getting trophies donation this year,
and would like to say a special Kleco. Kleco (thank -you) to the following people and businesses for their willingness to donate trophies:
Totem Travel; L.S. Construction; Native Only Printing - An & Charlene Thompson; A -Vac Shop; Bank of Montreal; L Baird 8 Family;
Chateau Granville; Degmchy, Norton & Co.; Dolan's Concrete Ltd.;
United Carpet; Jim's Clothes Closet; Denis Hatay Service; Budget Rent- A.Car; Tseshaht Band; USMA Family 8 Child Services; Top alit
Bard; Schaal Hardware; Tyee Village; Safeway (Mall); Earl George;
Kentucky Fried Chicken; Dïlideht Tribe; Shoppers' Drug Mart; A.D.
Engravers; Clintas; Corby 8 Elsa George; Nuu -chah -nulth Health
Board; Renatés Halloo; Pacific Builders' Supply; Joan Jacobson;
Tofino Air; Harbour Sports; Barbw's Home Entertainment Centre;
Memories Photo Studio; Irene Lucas; Weigh West Marine Resort;
Tseshaht Market; Opetchesaht Tribe; Simon 8 Brenda Read; Nighthawk Fish Co.
L. Baird; Wright, Parry, Taylor 8 Fuller; Pacific Pet
Supply; Gerry Wesley 8 Angela Cantryn; West Coast Floors Ltd.; Phil
Fenn; Hesquiat Band; Du -0uah Gallery; McDonald'S; Hugh Braker
and Harbour Quay Cher Olds.
A reminder that next year will be the Nuu- chah -nulth Indian Games'
10th Annual. If anyone has any questions or ideas how we can
celebrate and make the games a year to remember, please call our
office at 724 -5757 and leave your suggestions.

The 1990 Nuu -chahnulth
Princesses are
Miss
Nuuchan euen
Rachel
Watts
from
Tseshaht
and
Miss
Junior Nuu- Chah- nulth
Mary Ann Short from
Kyuquot.
These
two
young
ladies were chosen at
the Princess Pageant
held at the Port Alberni
Friendship Center on
July 21st.
Five contestants took
part
in
the
Junior
Pageant:
Mary
Ann
Short
and
Jennifer
representing
Kyuquot; Cherie
Charleson, representing
Hesquiahb and Caroline
Joseph
and
Sandra
Campbell, representing
Ahousat.
The
young
ladies
were judged on their
speech, poise, talent,
costume and behaviour
and participation during
a one week retreat

Miss
Junior
Nuuchah -nulth Mary Ann
Shod is the daughter of
Frank
and
Marilyn
Short. She is 14 years
old and is entering
Grade 10 at Kyuquot

Elementary /Secondary
School.
She
enjoys
swimming and scuba
diving.
In her speech, part of
which was in her native
language, she expressad her concern about
the natural resources,

Grade 11 at ADDS.
Her pastimes include
jogging, walking, swim mine
and
hiking.
Rachel's goals are to
become a nurse or a
probation officer. e
The first runnerup in
the Senior Pageant was
Suzanne Wagner and
the second runner -up
was Margaret Wagner,
two
sisters
who
represented the TWOqui -aht First Nation.
The judges for

Sutherland,

Samson Barney was the top 16 and Under boy
athlete at the games, shown here receiving his
trophy from Miss Nuu-chah-nullh Rachel Watts.

1,

-7.

?.
A

Aggregate winners In track

Princess Pageant

-

Top 16 & Under Boys Samson Lauder, Tseshaht (Arnold Edgar
Memorial trophy, donated by the Edgar Family)
Top 16 & Under Girls Sylvia Marlin, Tla -o- qui -aht (donated by
Chatwin Engineering)
Most Sportsmanlike Team, Ucluelet (Neelka Natives trophy,
donated by the Mowachaht Tribe.)
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1990 Nuu- chah -nulth

- Port Alberni

-

Points

Angus( 23,1990

i

which she said are in a

steady decline in her
area, and she said that
she supports the native
land and sea claim.
The first runner -up in
the Junior Pageant was
Jennifer Sutherland and
the second runner -up
was Cherie Charleson.
Ss young ladies entared the Senor Pancase Pageant-

Veronica

Frank

Ahousat;
Chancre
Mowachaht;
Jack,
Laurie Smith, Kyuquot;
Suzanne Wagner, Tla -oqui -aht; Margaret Wagr,
Tla -o- qui -aht and
Rachel Watts, Tseshaht.
Rachel, chosen the
1990
Nuuchah -nulth
Princess,
is
the
daughter of Rudy and
Linda Walls She is 17
years old and is in

this

year's pageant were
Helen Dick, Patty Sure
roue Jack Thompson,
Esther Edgar and Earl
Smith.
his Samuel was the
MC and the coordinator
was Verna Jack.
When the pageant
was over, Verna said
that she was very proud
of all of the contestants.
"They were very well
behaved young ladies
and
didn't have to
worry about them,' she
I

said
The princesses and
the rune s -up will be
attendinger functions of
Nuuchah -rush
the
Tribal Council during the
next year and they are
available by request for
functions held by the
Nuuchah -nulth Tribes.

Sylvia Martin, right, was the winner of the top
16 and Under girl athlete at this year's Nue chah -nuhh games. She received her trophy
from Miss Junior Nuuchah -nulth Mary Ann
Shod.

& Eieid.

Volleyball Champions from Ahousat.

ALL STARS
Ahousat

I

Fn

SWIMMING

Volleyball
Al Little

Male

Jean Frank
Arnie Thomas
NTC
Iris Samuel
Randy Morgan
Ucluelet
Tyson Touché
M.V.P
Al Little
Most Sportsmanlike Team.... Mowachaht #2
1st place team
Ahousat
u
2nd place team
N.TC.
3d place team
Ucluelet

17 -21
15 -16

13.12
11 -12

Aggregate
Wayne Torn- Hesquiat

Michael Oscar- Kyuquot
Jack Mowachaht
Jame JackDaniel Jack Mowachaht
Joel Leber Opetchesaht
Tail Allen Ahsuset
Troy English - Mowachaht
Thomas Ambrose Ucluelet
Floyd Campbell - Ahou501

-

9.10
6. 4

SWIMMING

-

-

-

Female
17 -21
15 -16
13 -14

11.12
9 -10
8- 4

G'

Aggregate

Melanie Smith - Tseshaht
Sherry Frank Ahousat
Jolene Frank - Ahousat
Beverly Frank Ahousat
Colleen Martin - Ucluelet
Sylvia Martin Ucluelet

-

Melanie smith, winner in 17-21 ladles swimbreak after beating two of the
ming, takes
ace (who wish to remain
men in a

anonymous).

\
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KID'S
SOFTBALL RESULTS
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Slo -Pitch Awards

to

& under mixed
1st, TseshaM
2nd, Hesqulaht
3rd, P.A.F.C.
4th, Ahousat

sr

1st place team
2nd place team
3r0 place team
4th place team

I;LA

enl

Most Sportsmanlike Team, Tla- o- qui -aht both
teams tie.

-

12 & under mixed
1st, Tla- o- qui -ahi Night Hawks

2nd, MOwachaht Angels
3rd, Ahousat A's
4th, Ahousat Jr. Braves
Most Sponsmanike Team, Ucluelet.

.

14 & under boys
1st, Ahousat
2nd, TSeshaht
3rd. P.A.F.C.
Most Sportsmanlike Team, P.A.F.C.

Wolverines
Ladysmith
Silver Bullets
Renegades
Renegades
(M) Wolverines,

i

Most Sportsmanlike Player
Most Sportsmanlike Player ..
Hot Rod
Most Sportsmanlike Player
(F) Maureen
Sampson
Most Inspirational Player.. (M) Svexr Bullets,
Robert Watts (Nibbles)
Most Inspirational Player. (F) Ladysmith. Cher
White
Most Valuable Player.. (F) Ladysmith, Maureen
Sampson
Most Valuable Player .. (M) Wolverines, Elroy
Best Infield
(M) Silver Bullets, Jeff Gallic
Best Outfield
(M) Wolverines, Elroy
Best Fielder
(F) Wolverines, Vanessa
.

16 &

under girls

MVP of the 14 6 under

1st, Duncan
2nd, Tseshaht
3rd, Mowachaht

Charlie from Duncan

ALLSTARS
Ann -Marie Rice, Duncan
TseshahlTracy
Shaunee
Bamey,
Mowachaht
Jenny Charlie, Duncan

gin's softball, Jenny

TRACK

4

Amos,

Kyuquot was presented with the most sportsmanlike team award for the
'89
ere presented
In Games The presentation was made at the R.A.
Friendship Center prior to the '90 games. Other presentations were: top
16 & under boys athlete, Frank Lobes, and top 16 s under girl's athlete
Colleen Merlin.

FIELD

MEARES ISLANDERS
BID FAREWELL

TEAM POINTS

Jocelyn Deck, Tseshaht
Mandy Henry, Duncan
Marlyn Little, Tseshaht
Tracy Antos. Duncan
Taryn Joseph, Mowachaht
Top Pitcher, Naomi Sampson, Duncan
Top Batter, Shaunee Barney, Tseshaht
M.V.P., Jenny Charlie, Duncan (Areas Associates trophy)

Ahousat
Mowachaht
PAFC

'^?

Sr. Men's Softball
Eagles
Wickaninnish
Ahousat Braves
3rd place team
4th place team
Outlaws
Most Sportsmanlike Team.. Meares Islanders
Most Valuable Player Rick Thomas, Wickanin1st place team
2nd Pace team

Tla- o-qul -aht Night Hawks

-12

a

249
180
107

Hesquiaht
Tla-o-qui-aht
Opetchesaht
Ucluelet
Tseshaht
Squamish
Kyuquot
1 Nuchatlaht

under champions in softball.

90
79
78
68
62
31
21
3

On behalf of all Meares Islanders softball players., would Ike to
sincerest appreciation to two dedicated sportsmen
Howie and rJohn
for their time and commitment put towards the
teams that they have associated themselves with.
The Islanders team would not be where a is without your leadership,
as you both were thinking of the future when you formed the team.
You gave younger players an opportunity to not only play but also to
develop as a unit and it's now showing in their efforts today.
Your contributions go past softball as you both were wave in the
basketball teams and again we wish to express our appreciation for
what you taught us all. Without your direction and leadership over the
past few years, the team has faltered somewhat and I'm hoping that
the team will pick themselves up and start over.
am sure that the Clayoquot Chiefs also appreciate your time and
effort put towards the learn when you both were key members of the
learn. Many of the players still remain with the team(s) I've mentioned
and it was because of both of your encouragement that many have
not only stayed active but just deciding to play was a major step that
you had a lot of influence with
You both are definitely going to be missed by the team and I'm sure
That (here are going to be times that you both wished that you were at
a tournament with the team. We congratulate you both on your decision to retire and we wish you all the best and we will make every attempt to carry on the legacy that you both have left behind.
I

expresso

ALL STARS

- Ahousat Braves
Terry Touchie - Wickaninnish
Doug Wilson - Eagles
Al Little

Arty Dirk-

Eagles
- Wickaninnish
Curtis Dick - Ahousat Braves
Boyd Gallic- Outlaws
Kern Thomas Wickaninnish
Ed Gallic - Eagles
Rir k Thomas

re

Rick Thomas received the
-'tar MVP award in Senior Men's
Fastpltch from 1990

K

Nuucheh-nulth
Princess Rachel Watts.

a
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- Meares Islanders
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Eagles

Maureen Sampson Iron
was the Ladle,
P In

it

T.

dsmith team

hpe

chLe.

-Jerry Jack

on behalf 0110e MowacI31I1 s pesen

Relearn award to the actuales athletes.
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Globetrotting Athlete Gives Thanks

rya

I.
'1

and the Yukon, both in
sports
and
cultural
events.
My wish is for more of
our people to attend the
next Indgenous Games
In Montreal in 1992.
Moving right along
here, (I'm beginning to
feel Ike a Globetrotter,
but it's great)
have
been selected a
a
payer/manager fors the
native
Canadian
indoor soccer
w
team,
feel very honored to
have been selected to
this team and look her
ward to representing
our people with great
pride and sportsmanship.
noel
We will be hosted by
%gerous Games
people from all over the the aboriginal people of
United States, Canada Australia, visiting the
I

`

Mens Champs- Port Alberni
Champs-

r

-Clutch" Merk and his teammates were champs at the label tournament.

would like to thank
people
the following
who supported me on
my trip to the North
American
Indigenous
Games in Edmonton.
-to all my family
-Corby
8
Lisa
George
-a big thank you to
Harvey & Dods Robinson and their boys,
Devin, Kevn and Lukey.
-to all the people that
supported me in my
rattle.
My basketball team
took second place and
came home well the silYa ver medal. It was a real
honor and experience to
ige attend the first ever
North
American
In-

f

ear

'lr?
?4r
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French* Frank

-

t

-

I

rash
Top Batter.. Doug Wilson, Eagles .619 avg.
Top Pitcher
Rick Thomas, Wickaninnish

w

wed

I

I

more heavily populated
aboriginal areas along
the east coast.
All but three of the
days we are there we
will be playing games,
so it will be a busy
schedule.
We will be travelling
in a motor coach with
the Australian Aboriginal
and women's
teams throughout the

.

tour.
I
have been busy
fund- raising and would
appreciate any kind of
assistance towards my
trip.
can be reached at:
Monday3903123
Friday, 9 easel 5 p.m.
I

Mewl Komi

I

VINA ROBINSON

L
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"THE MESSAGE IS CLEAR"

TUFF CITY WINS MEARES TOURNAMENT
Tuff City went through
the Meares Islanders

Jack Woodward
Barrister & Solicitor
Native Law

-3

Fan Tan Alley
Penthouse
Victoria, B.C.
VOW 1N7
Ph. 383

2356

a+áeiióoáxa

Gerard Janssen,

M L

Office Hours
10 -1 & 2,5

JOnnoton Road

A

Thus

two of
Teen's wins came by
Sr.
Menu
Softball way of default. The
tournament undefeated teams that didn't show,
six games.
and they beat the hostThe selections for
ing team to boot in the
final game.
awards were done as
The best action of the follows:
was
all
tournament
Most Valuable Player:
saved for Sunday's ac- Steve Frank, Meares.
tion as there were many
Sportsmanlike
good games
bell Team:
y quo
of the lot was Tbetwand Chiefs.
the P.A. Eagles and
Top
Pitcher: Sieve
Meares Islanders as Frank, Meares.
they played 10 solid inTop Catcher: Fronds
nines of fundamental Amos, Meares.
softball before the IsTop Fielder: Simon
landers finally prevailed Tom, Meares.
with a 9-7 victory.
Top Batter: Dwayne
for Martin, Meares.
Unfortunately
Tofino and the
me tournaAll Star: Steve Frank,
ment organizers, three Meares.
teams did not show up
All Star Simon Tom,
for
their
scheduled Meares.
.

.I

Hp me
,

games.

-rsz

rziam.:

Man :Fri.

All Star: Terry Tom,

Meares.
All Star: Doug [only,
Tuff City
All
Richard
Star:
George, Toflno.
All Star Frankie Co,
tazolll, Lads.
All
Star:
Dennis
Touchie, Lads
All Star: Ray Godfrey,
Lads.
All Star: Eddie Gallic,
Eagles
3rd Place & $500:
Ucluelet Lads.
2nd Place & $750:
Meares Islanders.
3rd Place & $1000:
Tuff City.
The Meares Islanders
dedicated this year's
tournament to two of
their retiring players -

AHOU SAT SOFTBALL

MEARES ISLANDERS THANK SUPPORTERS
On behalf of all the Meares Islanders Softball Club, I wish to express our
sincerest appreciation to many people and businesses who contributed
towards this year's Softball Tournament which was won by
M Tuff City,
e Debbie Tom, Jeanie Tom, Florence Michael,
First off, Kleco Klee° to
Marilyn Thomas, Janice Thomas, Cathy Tom (Tim's), Maureen Sampson
an and
Agnes Tom for all their assistance In keeping the concession operating during
the weekend. Thanks to all the ladies who put together the excellent supper
we shared with our s and John on Saturday
the team appreciated all your
agods. Without your support we could not have accomplished what we did.
Equally, we thank Maxine Manson for her tireless effort in storekeeping the
majority of the 22 games played ea recognize that it's not easy sitting there
In he heat all day. We say Kleco Kleco to you Maxine, we certainty appreciated your hard work Kleco Kleco to Orma MacDonald, Brenda Tom
and Marge Amos for also putting in their time to swrekeep, we appreciate
.

-

-

Many totale and businesses contributed to this year's tournament and we
would like to acknowledge:
nao eck Construction, Ucluelet Disposals, Schooner Motel, Rick Masse,
John Tom Sr., Steve Frank. Florence Michael, Larry Curley Sn, John Amos,
Chetwin Engineering, Common Loaf Bakery, LA. Grocery, 3 Crabs Deli Cafe.
Robed Martin Sr., DeGruchy d Norton, Porky's Buyers, Schooner Restaurant, Howard Tom Sr., Simon Tom, Dwayne Martin, Clarence Tom, Wilson
David, B.J. Frank, Torino Pharmacy, Ocean West Industries, The Loa Restaurant Tel
Cord e Leo Manson.
We received a total of $1,420 in contributions from all of the above mentioned and we say to you all KLECO KLECO for your most generous
donations. In addition to this, we would like to make "honorable mention to
the Tia- o- qui -aht First Nations Council for their commitment to donate
wards the tournament. but due to circumstances that we chose not to get in
towards
valved with, we decided that we word not accept the donation.
In total, we raised over $3500 for this year's tournament and much thanks
go to the many people who supported our lahal tournament, bake sales, car
washes and potluck suppers. We also are raffling off a Nintendo Action set but
because all tickets were not at the said on the final day of the tournament, we
could not make the draw, thus it will be announced and drawn at a later data.
Kleco Clew to: Howard Tom Sr., John Tom Sr., Ten Tom, Simon Tom, J.J.
Tom, Steve Frank, Dwayne Manin, Karl Wagner, William Manson, Terry Tom,
Phillip Van
ndine and others we may have unintentionally missed who
assisted b preparing the fields tor
Kleco Kleco to thee tteams who snowed
owed up loa the tournament because E
you who, along with the fans, who make the tournament work. We are cerharms, sorry for those teams who confirmed their team's entries but chose not
to show up because it was a good tournament. We also say Kleco Kleco to
Harvey Gudbranson and all his fellow umpiring officials from Ucluelet it is
the most difficult job for anyone to do and fm sure after people have run a
tournament as we have. they will realize that your jobs are very valuable to
the tournament.
We thank all those that we have missed, a is not done intentionally, all your
assistance is appreciated. We invite all teams again to next year's tournament, which will be appropriately named the "Greg Hayes Memorial" b
honor of one of the greatest pitchers that was lost in a tragic boating accident.

Howard Tom Sr. and
John Tom Sr. They will
be
co- hosting
next
year's tournament with
Paul Hayes, as the
tournament
will
be
named in memory of the
late Gregory Hayes,
and this will be held in
the third weekend of
August.
In honoring the two
retiring
players
this
year, the Islanders hosted a dinner Saturday
evening at Tin -Woos In
somewhat of a surprise,
the two players were
treated to a well cooked
dinner, followed by two
huge cakes and presenrations
from
their
respective families.

Meares Islander Softball Club

- Native Issues Inspire Rick Patterson's Recording
acclaimed by
music critics.
from
the
Rick has been hard at
songwriter
Kyuquot Native Tribe on work in the studio this
the west coast of Van- month recording a song
that he wrote with hIs
couver.
He was born at the wife LOrene, called -The
Dilidaht village of Clo- Message is Clear.
The song was inoo idealised in Kyuquot,
by
watching
and now makes Surrey spired
on
native
Warns
recent
his home.
Hazel TV.
His mother,
The first lines of the
Patterson (nee Chaps).
Rick
"started
song
are "There's no
says that
in 1974 playing country curtain and this is
music and is still a star, play. Concern and un
ing brag but he has derslanding, there's so
high hopes."
much to say. First the
Some of these high thunder rumbles, then a
hopes look Ike they will flash across the sky.
Soon be turning into a There stands the Great
successful sob music Spirit with a tear in his
veer for R0k, as a eye."
A spoken part later in
soon to be released
has
already
been
the
song goes "He says
sale
Rick

Patterson is a

31 -year- old

highly

singe, country

n
4
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TOURNAMENT

The Ahousaht Native Sons annual fastball tournament was held on
June 22, 23 and 24, 1990 in Tofino, B.C. There was 12 teams that participated. The ANS thank everyone for the participation and thank the
spectators for their support.
First place, Sheshahl Husky Oil Thirds.
Second place, Hornby Island Bellies.
MVP: Lanny Ross, Sheshaht Husky Oil Thirds.
Top Batter; Dave Wafts, Sheshaht Husky Oil T- birds.
Top Pitcher: Doug Lanty, Torino Salmon Bellies.
All -stars: Larry Thom, Hesquiat Braves; Connie Charleson,
Hesquiat Braves; Richard George, Tofino Salmon Bellies; Doug Lady,
Tofino Salmon Belies: Barry Coulson, Hornby Island Eagles; Dave
Wiseman, Hornby Island Eagles Ron Dick Sr., Sheshaht Husky Oil Tbirds; Clint Fred, Sheshaht Husky Oil T- birds.
Most Sportsmanlike team: Hornby Island Eagles.
T-birds were undefeated until they met the Hornby Island Eagles.
They lost 5-0, they had to play a second game then and come back to
win by a score of 7 -6, for first place. Torno Salmon Bellies played
good fastball for a slowpilch team, they beat the Hesquiat Braves for
third place by a score of 210 1. There was a good crowd all weekend.
The ANS would like to thank these people for their generous
donations:
Ahousaht Athletic Club, M.V. /lambent, Maquinna Hotel, MV
Shasta Head, B.C. Packers, MV Moody Blue, The Loft, Roye John, G
& N Towing, Gilbert Frank, Royal Canadian Legion, Moon Tom, Toss*
Pharmacy, Alec Dick, Irene Thomas, Rebecca Allen (Spuds), Ahousat
Charity Bingo, Chester John, To quant Building Supplies and Ahousat
Band.
and also to all those who worked at the concession stand: Ilene
Sutherland, Anne George, Bill Edgar, JB George, Joe Campbell, Le
Webster and if we missed anyone it wasn't intentional. Kleoo Kleco.
-

-

The Teeah0M T -Dirds were champions of the Ahousat tournament naja
in Torino.
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JONATHAN'S POEM WINS
TRIP TO JAPAN
Japan Airlines commemorating his
achievement. The school received
of
because
award
a
$200
Jonathan Manson, a Grade 5 Jonathan's winning entry.
Wckaninnish
Jonathan will be joining apat
the
student
15 other students from
was
selected
proximately
Elementary School,
in Japan between
world
as the only Canadan winner of the around the
contest, which was sponsored by August 23 to 30. He will be accompanied by his mother, Maxine
Japan Airlines.
The contest attracted many Manson.
While in Japan he will be
entrants from across Canada from
mp damp
Grades 1 to 12. The only directions ing our days at a Haiku Camp
have
the
he
will
given to the entrants were to write Setoneikaí and
in the Haku style about a theme Opportunity to see some of the attractions of the country including
that was very important to them.
the 1990 Expo.
Jonathan's winning entry was
Congratulations Jonathan, and
Mother
Native
a great erne in Japan!
have a
collects healing tea leaves
deep In the forest.
A letter from the co-ordinator Of
the contest to Jonathan stated that
"Brash Columba had more entries
Man any other area participating in
PORT ALBERNI FRIENDSHIP CENTER
this contest. This is truly a great
honor and you should be very
PATRICIA L. SUitRC1TE
proud of your accomplishment."
All of the students of Melanin.
nish School and members of the
LEGAL INFORMATION WORKER
Tla- o- qui -ahl First Nation helped
3555 an AVENUE
HONE
t60°í ONION
acthis
celebrate
Jonathan
Pola ALBERNI. ac VW ana
complishment with a traditional native salmon barbecue at the Tin wis Guest House on June 18th.
Following Me meal everyone
moved into the gym where there
were presentations, speeches and
native entertainment in his honor.
B.D. Dick spehy C.G.A.
Because it was such a special
Jay. R. Norton C.O.A:
occasion Jonathan danced a
...knots' with his lather, Leo
Manson.
DRGROCNa, NORTON & CO
Mr. Reg Burke, the principal of
CEnT
60ENERA, ACCOd NTANis
Wckaninnish School, thanked the
Tla -q -ui -all people Re their reception to the school and he presented Jonathan with a plaque from

we forgot to listen to
reasons and why. The
greed from you all has
created two sides. The
land isn't for sale, Ws to
be shared by all. Now
let's sit, talk peace and
come 10 a
Rick was s invited to
sing the song at this
year's Stein Valley Fesrival where he was
given
a
great
enihusiastic ovation by the
crowd.
Rick 'shorn an artistic
family His mother is a
basketmeker
and
Deader, sister
islet Sarah
also beads, and his
father
Richard
and
brothers Patrick, Tom
and George are all carvers.
Richard Jr. however
focused his energies
towards music at an
early age, starting out
as a native dancer and
her turning to rock and

country music.
He
has
been
hardworking
and
dedicated as a country
music performer for the
last 16 years, playing
doms and singing with

and the
Showdown Band, The
Midnight Rodeo Band
and other top country
Soups and performers.
Message
is
"The
Clear" is Ride's third
single. Ile previously
recorded
°Hey
Hey
Bocephus" written by
B.J.
Roberts
and
it
My
Life"
°Something
written and produced by

EdA isms.
Country must° fans
should keep their eyes
and ears open for °The
Message is Clear" and
for Oak Patterson, as
he makes his climb
toward the top of the entadainment world.

A three line poem has won an 11dui -chi
from the
Nation
a
to
Japan.
First
trip

I

l
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BIRTHDAYS

Ole

would like to wish a
happy belated birthday to:
Cindy Johnson July 4,
Stephanie Jack July 4,
Curtis Michael July 4
Harold Lucas July 4,
Reynold Michael July 8,
Mike Tom July 9, Johnny
Williams July 11, Wayne
Hinchclltt July 13. Joshua
Cherleson July 13, Patricia,
I

Johnson

July

Sarkis

July

'5,

anniversary to
my sister and brother -inlaw Evon and Dave Smith
August 17, 1990. From
Happy

Marvin

Pearl,

and

w

Michael.MarvinJr.
rd like to wish our
brother á happy birthday.
Love your brother and sister Darryl and ()Maine.
Happy late anniversary

,

and

Monte

Dose
Elba m
cousin

Lem

cousin

n
your
D
ass.
July
17.
Johnson
Happy late anniversary
Johnson July 19, Doris
my aunt and uncle Cyril
to
July
20,
Pearl
Johnson
and
Gina
Livingstone.
Tim
Bird
Michael July 24,
From
Squiggy,
July 24, Margaret Johnson
lid like to wish Bradley
July 25. Taryn Joseph July
27.
Bird
a happy tat birthday
26. Jessie Joseph Jury
31st. 1990.
on
From Shutey Michael.
Love
Robyn
Samuel,
rd like
k to wish Reynold.
rd like to wish my mom
Eliza. and Pearl Michael a
I
special
'nappy
vary happy birthday. Love a very

1

s

,

17,

Karen

as

WOO

as

birthday,

We'd like to wish our
friend Malmo Webster a
happy birthday on August
25. From Shirley Michael
and Cecelia Tom at the.
Hot Springs Lodge.
Happy birthday to: Carl
3,
Jr.
August
Martin
Nadine Tom August 3,
Cherie Cherleson August
Williams
25,
Sharon
August 27. Shannon Willeas August 27, °
Savoy August 25, Daniel
Dick August 29. From Shirfey Michael at Hot Springs

Aunties Marge, Shirley,
Helen and a friend Regina
F Happy birthday o
August 29.
inhdd Y Greetings:
Oe Jug
July
2 - sis Gail Gus(?), July 7
nephew Ryan Paterson,
July 13 - niece Danielle
Watts Gus (1;, July 21
sis Colleen Gus ;3 ?), July
75
sis Yvonne Lucas

-

-

-

niece
July 31
Loraine Lucas, Jury 26 Stephen Lucas (10).
Birthday
Greetings:
August 5 - Reg Gus Jr.,
August
5
Cove_
Grampa
Happy belated birthday George Gus, August 13
in July: Connie Dlck Jury 5, ci 0 Filaer Taylor.
Love Liz and family.
Angie Joe July 5, Evon
B.
Smelt
July
Jostle
Happy birthday to x1
Thompson July 10, Joyce Grandma on August 4.
Hied. July 13, Marie Lets of love grandson Tyler
Nookemis July 25, Terry Colas Alb April,
*mama July 27, Bonnie Happy birthday Auntie
Nookemds July 28, Nancy Mary on August 4, Lots of
Fred, love nephew Tyler Colin, Al
Wilson,
Cheryl
Sherry Ross July 31. From and April.
Marvin and Pearl, Lisa,
Happy birthday Jose
Michael and Marvin. Jr.
Than on August 8. Love
in Al and family.
birthday
Ilappy
August to Alex Robe
Happy
birthday
to
August 2, Harvey 000k Grandma
Matilda
on
5,

Madera.

Two firsts for now gym In Ahouseh Sam Mack hosted the
and Corby "Magic" George scored the first basket.

FOR SALE
All kinds of native arts 8
crans by Charlie &
Caroline Mickey. Totem
carvings,
poles
8
beadwork, drums, cedar
bark basketry. Conrad
the
Hesquiaht Band
Office, P.O. Box 2000,
Todino, B.C. VOIR 220,
Campbell
phone
or
River Radio- Hesquiaht
Boat Basin 98077.

(3 ?),

-

Dick August

land

-

Love

Tyler

August 5, William Dick Dorm, Al and April.
August 11, Dorothy Wilson
Happy birthday to Uncle
August
15,
Mel
Dick Rufus on August 4. Love
August 18, from Marvin April, Al and Tyler Colin.
and family

Ike

to wish my rotalive Francis C. Campbell a
Happy Birthday on August

rd

lain

From Carol, Dana Kids.
want to wish my
nephew Eric John Happy
15
tat addhday or. his Gram y
as Birthday ,on, August
29th.
Love your aunt Carol,
Don, Snug & Nick McRae.
Happy Birthday my Dear
Aunt
Helen
Cherleson
August 29th, your mane
Carol.
ris like to wish
my
mother Dianna S., John a
Happy 51st Birthday. Your
ge0ing up there hey Moral
Your
daugher Carol.
Dona grandchildren Snug
8 Nick.
want to wish my wonderf ul sister Grata John a
Happy Birthday on August
24th.
Happy Birthday to my
cousin Haven Titian in
Vancouver, B.C.
Happy
Birthday
to
Eileen
Cherleson
in
Nanaim August 29th also,
to Marge Cherleson in
B.C.
August
Nanadmo,
29th.
From Carol, Don 8 kids,
I

I

p!!°
4V.,00
]a

"Iw ll

:I-y
y-.

For Rent
Alberni
The
Port
Friendship Center has
Hall, Kitchen and Meeting room space availat
reasonable
able
rates. For more informalion. call Cindy Lucas
-721- 02 R'-.

'

I

like to wish my mers Danielle Victoria
Samuel a happy 4th birthday on August 27,
1990. Love always, Auntie Robyn.

CONGRAT
ULATIONS
Lloyd
and
Watts
Barry Gus on

Fish & Chips
Pizza

Burgers
Daily Specials
TOFINO
725 -3921

ßl`

N;

E3V

G

220
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Jordan with her Aunt 'vane Packwood.
Jean Thomas would like to Introducer her first
granddaughter JORDAN LEE GRIFFIS, born
July 23, 1890 at 9:19 AM et the Mlsericordie
Hospital in Edmonton, Alberta. Daughter for
Jackie Packwood and Jim Griffis. First grope
granddaughter for Robert 8 Rose Thomas.

:4

their graduation from
the
Speechcrallers
Course! This course IS
through
Offered
Club.
Toastmasters
Speech. alters
is
a
In Communism
IiOnrs skills. no specially
pudic speaking. These
three participants Prat
rite! what they already
knew
public
about
speaking. They also
shared their skills and
knowledge about tradilianal. speaking with the
members of Toasimastars. On July 10, 1990,
Tim, Lloyd and Barry
gave
a
graduation
speech
al
the
Toastmaster meeting at
the Trmbetfodge. There
was one other graduate,
Ed Samuel. Ed was not
to
able
make
the
graduation
ceremony,
a
bull he also received a
certificate.
DON'
GRATULATIONSI

-should have Some experience in video production.
-must be available to travel some time on short notice.
-should be healthy and lit as the equipment can be heavy and must

piked

working wilh people.
Send resumes to:

Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council
P.O. Box 1383,
Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7M2
Deadline for applications: September 10, 1990.

AHOUSAHT JOB OPPORTUNITY
- RELIEF DECK HAND
a

Responsibilities:

Applicant must be able to insure the safely of
the passengers.
Must be willing l0 work towards a small craft
ticket.
Assist passengers with groceries, luggage,
etc.

Collect fare from passengers.
Tie and untie boat upon docking and departing.
Be available for late night emergency turd.
Applicant must be friendly, tactful. and
pleasant with Band Members, visitors and
tourists.
Assist Captain in his duties, serving the vessel eg. oil changes. minor repairs, etc.
Insure that washrooms, interior sealing area
and exterior is kept clean and tidy.
Starling wage to successful applicant will be
$B.00mr.
All interested applicants apply at the
AhOUSAh1 Band Office.
Job posting will close on September 7, 1990.
Applications forwarded to Attention: Chef and

Council.

II want lo congratulate

Tin Sutherland,

Qualifications:

long distances at times.
-must be able 10 adapt to different situations and be comfortable

For more information phone 723 -4424.

Applications are now being accepted for
Reset Deck Hand for the Spiro of Manama.

-lo assist In all phases of video production, ihiS job would inigally
involve helping pack equipment, assist with sound recording and Setting lights. There would be a training period initiated over time that
would include camera techniques, editing and directing: no that in time
the applicant would be able 10 produce his or her own programs.
-this would be a pad -lime p0aihon so the applicant would have to
be available as needed.
-salary to be paid by the Nuu- chah -nuffh Tribal Council.

be

Todina, B.C.

first potlatch

,

-

,

Chief 8 Council
Hesqulahl Band
Box 2000,

590 -8158.

my

MOrn

Augur

-

Duties:

BAND MANAGER REQUIRED
The Hesquiaht Band requires a Band
Manager soon as possible.
Salary: $2000 -$3000 per month. depending
on experience and qualifications
Submit applications to:

VOR

23

JOB DESCRIPTION PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
Carvings, jewellery from
mammoth & m radon
tusks,
ivory,
whale
teeth, horns,
animal
teeth and claws, etc.,
abalone Inlay. Looking
for mammoth
moth 8 m a laden
a
tusks
at
reasonable price. Contact Rose Elsie John,
No. 141, 720
6th SL,
New Westminster, B.C.,
V3L 3C5. Ph. (804)

Lisa,

23, 1990

1970 GRADE 12 CLASS

REUNION ADSS
OCT. 5 & 6, 1990
For further information contact Marilyn
(Hutchinson) Earl at 723 -7729.
Looking for these graduates:
Eric Amos
Bruce ROdnson
Edwin Frank
Charlotte Sietcher
Bruce Humchitt
Moron Sutherland
Frank Johnson
Leave message.

QW IYACIIQ NATIVE ARTS

ARTS AND CRAFTS FROM THE WEST COAST
INCLUDED ARE KNITTED SWEATERS, TOQUES & SLIPPERS, BEADWORK, SILVER
CARVINGS,
CANOES,
PADDLES
AND
CEREMONIAL CARVINGS, CANOES, PADDLES
AND CEREMONIAL INDIAN DRUMS ALL MADE
BY THE SAM FAMILY OF AHOUSAHT, B.C. TO
ORDER PHONE HUTCH: 670 -9602, KATIE: 6709685 OR ED SAM AT 670 -9637.

mata

NUU- CHAH -NULTH
ALCOHOL & DRUG PROGRAM
Wilfred Andrews, Ehattesaht, (Campbell River).. 287 -4353
Verna Jack, (Gold River)
283 -7512
Delores Selcher, Tin -Wi5 (Tofino)
725 -3486
670 -9563
Corby George, Ahousat
Edwin James, Kyuquot
332 -5259
Charlie Thompson, Port Alberni
723 -1223
Shirley Bob (Hesquiaht)
Boat
Basin
98077
Hesquiaht
Tanya Michael (NUChatlaht)
761 -4520.
Contact the worker nearest you if you need help)
.

One on One Counselling
Home Visits - Give us a call!!!

Referral to Treatment Centres
Workshops on Substance Abuse

INVITATION
SEPTEMBER 29, 1990
12:00 NOON
at KYUQUOT

A.A. MEETINGS AHOUSAT
al

Every Monday evening
p.m. at the meeting room
Everyone Welcome!

B

Mr.

8 Mrs. Peter (we.ke.tem) Hanson

DIANE BEVERLY JOYCE HANSON

DONNA'S DAYCARE
Reasonable Rates Infants Welcome
Pick up & Delivery Service in City Limits
Open 24 hrs. -7 days a week
For more info call 724 -5290
Ask for Ruby or Donna

This is an OPEN invitation to the Nuu -chat -nuBh people to tan us in
memory of our late daughter, Diane A0eo, to witness the giving of Inman names horn the Hanson family lo our four children, Jemilfec
Russell, Irene and Shawn Hanson. For more information contact:
Verna Hanson - 332 -5231
Hilda Hanson - 332.5232
Marilyn Shan- 332-525$
Please call us ahead of time so we can make proper boat arrancements for you from Fair Harbour.

-w
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Ha- Shilth -Sa, August 23, 1990

GROWING AND WORKING
TOGETHER TOWARDS HARMONY
AND UNITY
Throughout the years,
each of us has been
richly influenced by one
or more special people
in our lives. To name a
few, we have been and
are blessed with knowing such people as Willie and Maryann Oscar,
Anthony and Cecelia
John, Frank and Anot
Savey, Adolph and Lucy
.

"
,.,

r

.

Leo, Felix and Girl -Nan
(Lillian) Michael, Alex
and Louise McCarthy,
Alice
Rose
Cootes,
and
Paul,
Benedict

Beatrice Jack, Louise
Larry
and
Roberts,
Ethel Sport, Willie and
Mabel Sport, Doug and
Kathy Robinson, Alban
and Rose Michael, Ben
and Lucy Gillette, Mary

POET'S
CORNER

Hayes, Effie Tate and
Kelly, Joe and Esther
Smith, August and Julia
Hanson, Sam and Vi
Johnson, Arthur and
Aggie
Nicolaye
and
Robert Peter.
realize
that have probably not
mentioned
some
people, this has not
been intentional. would
like to say that each of
you is very special to
me. spent many hours
sitting
by
my
grandmother's side, listening to her tell me
about
our
relatives.
There have been many
times that
have met
someone and felt that
already knew him or her
because she spoke of
them so often.
The
wisdom
and
knowledge that you
have, the LOVE that
feel when am in your
presence is so reassuring and peaceful, yet
can be so powerful.
Such is this gentle
power that it can reach
down
through
each
generation.
Yes,
I

I

I

I

To My Grand Nephew

I

I

In the beginning this newborn is a miracle
Novice to the world and now 33 moons old,

we're
Satisfied, the Creator is at work.
Patience and guidance allows his personality
to grow,

I

Including nourishment for body and the soul
Riches bond him to Duane, Scott and I, he is
Always remembering his oo -wha -din.
Taking opportunities to test and learn
Increases the love we feel.
Onward and upward he steps forward
Bless Justin Colyn and his mom,
Na'as
Debbie Lynn

-

Love from Granite
Huup Owls t'a ?aks
June 1990

It's been 8 long years since you've been gone
Yet to me it doesn't even seem that long!
There axe a lot of times
have really clear
dreams of you,
When wake my tears feel like big streams,
The first thing that
thought of, when you
I

I

I

went away
was how much would miss you, each and
every day
knew you wouldn't want me to, but couldn't
help crying.
You made me smile a lot, so I'll keep on trying
will never, ever forget you, or the good times
I

I

I

I

we had,
I've kept these memories close to me, so
won't be so sad,
I'll sometimes look up to the clouds and try
see your face
know you're up there somewhere, in a
beautiful place
One day my time will come, too will leave
this place
hope the ones
leave behind will have a
smile upon their face.
know how you feel Nan Julia
But, you got to remember again,
Your time will come, to be with her.
This was written by one of her many best
friends, that we grew up together til death.
I

I

I

I

I

I

Carol R. John,
Ahousaht, B.C.

I

I

grandmother's,

Maryann
Oscar and
Louise McCarthy.
We all need to be
loved, to feel special
and to be reassured
and encouraged. One
thing am sure of is that
not one of these dear
ones will turn you way if
you were to come to
them to talk or even to
just sit in silence with
them. Our people have
a wonderful gift of being
able to communicate
without speaking one
word to each other.
I

that helped us celebrate
our opening of our new
community center, a lot
of people also call it the
community facility. Well
it's also been called
Gym -ee by one of our
elders,
whatever;
anyway, I'd like to take
this opportunity to thank
the Opetchesaht, the
Ucluelet, the Hesquiat,
Chief Adam Dick and of
course our own children
for all the dances they
performed; Kleco, thank
you all for making our
special day even more
with
special
your
presence and participation. Wow, what a day.
The Boogie dance was
one of the better dances
to go to as well, way to
go Paul Robinson, your
music was good. So
many people took part
in the whole celebration,
and also at this time, I'd
like to thank Frank
Brown from Bella Bella,
as well as his cousin
and families, a very
special thanks goes out
to you all for coming to
Ahousat in that canoe, it
added to our ' own
ceremony. It added a lot
because there was so
many people to greet

We,
as Nuu -chahnulth people, are richly
blessed with large extended families. What
wanted to share with
you today is that all you
have to do is look
around you, within your
own family for that
caring and reassurance,
for that teaching.
Look back into your
past
and
remember
those that were there in
your childhood, then
say to ourselves, "What
a reputation they have
given us to live up to!"
can remember when
I
would stand by my
grandmother's or my
grandfather's side and
no matter what they
were doing, they never
chased me away. They
did not say, "Go play
somewhere else." That,
my beloved people is
LOVE.
So, whenever you
feel that you are walking
a lonesome path, or
when you feel you don't
belong, you may even
feel that you don't know
I

I

An Open Letter

To all of those tribes

This poem is dedicated to my Nan Julie
George and Slim of Ahousat, B.C.
My Late Best Friend
Regina George

.

I

through to my generation and those that
come after me and
those that are still to
come.
There are those wonderful ladies that know
and have known who
can make a person feel
so
loved
and
so
treasured
when
all
you've done is walk into
their home for a brief
visit. Two of these wonderful people that
would like especially to
mention
are
my

Frank and family onto
our beach, and to the
owners of the beach,
Bill Keitlah and Rocky
Titian, whom are both
chiefs, you handled the
situation accordingly.
To all the cooks. servers, to all those people
that helped set up the
hall, a very special
thank you, and to the
who
helped
people
clean up after the party
from the bottom of my
heart say Kleco, thank
you very much. Without
your services the party
couldn't have been such
a success, to the MC
Lewis George you did a
number one job as MC.
It's been such a natural
high for me I'm still corning down. To George
Watts, our chairman, to
Watts, Hugh
Danny
Watts, we thank you for
being part of our very
special day.
You know that went
down to our still very
dear old T -Bird hall and
took three free shots at
the basket and guess
what! No, it's not what
you think, I missed all
three shots, so maybe
I'm only a good shot in
front of a big crowd. So
I

I

I

order to keep my
shooting percentage at
a very reasonable .250
dare not shoot at the
basket again for a long,
long, long time. My percentage will surely go
down so I've officially
retired from being a
ham. What a good time
to fluke. Anyway, it sure
was fun, fun, fun!
Now to change the
subject for awhile; congratulations go out to all
of our Nuu -chah -nulth
grads, especially you
my dear niece, Jac quiline Sutherland, I'm
so proud of you. Jacki
will be going onto college in Vancouver in the
fall. Also to all the
grads,
be
careful,
whatever you do take
care, we all want you
around to carry on with
yours and our futures.
To Melody Charlie,
Bertha Campbell, Nikki
Caroline
Tom
and
Frank, who are graduatour own
ing
from
Maaqtusiis School, way
to go, I'm sure that all of
Ahousat is proud of you.
community
Our
celebrated their grad on
Friday, June 22.
Well
might as well
in

I

I

where you are going or
where you've
come
from or that no one
cares, take a moment to
look
through
our
memories to remember
that dear one, remember the love of your
grandmother
or
grandfather.
REMEMBER the SPECIAL feeling you feel or have felt
in their presence. If you
are fortunate enough
that they are still living,
take the time to go and
sit beside them for a
few hours.
Never
allow
circumstances to cloud
what each one of us
knows, that we come
from a strong and proud
nation.
We are the bridge
that keeps us connected to those precious
past generations and
the teachings that our
people hold so dear. It
is our responsibility to
make sure that this continues on.
Choo!
All
my
relations.

NORAH JACK

Kyuquot
get everything while I'm
doing
this.
Congratulations go out to
Cathy
and
Lewis
George who just had a
grand opening of their
new Native Arts and
Crafts Store in Tofino.
The opening was on
Sunday, June 10 at 1
p.m. The Red Cedar
Bark representing a ribbon was cut by our
grand
aunt,
Marion
Touchie, following this
were
some
presen=
tations and a very nice
luncheon at the Maquinna Lodge followed
by some traditional native dance. MC was
Alfred Keitlah Jr., way to
go Uncle Al. The store
is situated right in front
of the Loft Restaurant,
and there's a sign that
you can't miss. Ron
Hamilton came out of
hiding and did this sign.
Ron is one of our artists
the
Nuu -chahfrom
nulth. Your sign will be
seen by thousands of
people Ron. Ron's been
away in university for
awhile, nice to see
someone with all that
talent get back into it
again.
Well till next time.

CORBY GEORGE
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